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Howard student questions
D.C. police .tactics in arrest

A GLIMPSE OF THE
'

.By Carlon Kirton
Hilltop Slaff Reportt:r

'

Tension between Howard Univer·
sity s1ude11ts arui -local police
authorities continues to flare as the
latest incident led to the arrest of a
-:111dent on Wednesday.
Howard f..reshman David Calloway
was arrested and charged with
disorderly conduct after getting into

an argument with a "police officer
from the Third District.
The argumen1 started when the officer, identified as Lewis Cannon,
skipped in front of Calloway and
several other students as they waited
·in line to use the ATM machine in
fron1 of the United National Bank on
Georgia Avenue .
According to eyewitnesses, Canon

'

originally intended to go to the back
of the line, but was prodded by his
partner, identified as Officer J .
Medina, to cut to the front of the
line.
Although. the student at the head

of the line did not object to Jetting
Cannon cut ahead, several of tbe
other voiced their complaints.
''If you go before him, you go
ahC:ad of everybody else,' ' Calloway
reportedly told the officer.
Ignoring the students protests,
Cannon went to the machine and
completed his transaction.
According to Cal loway, the officer
th~n walked up to him and cursed at
him. Calloway then responded in
kind.
l
''I was shocked at wha1 happened
next,' • said Karen Padmore, a

'
Howard freshman who was standing

in line at the time of the incident.
' ''[Medina] jumped out of the car
and grabbed Calloway. He twisted
his arm behind his back, slammed
him down on front of the car and
handcuffed him,'' she said.
Kwame Sekou Ra, a vendor who
operates outside of United National,
also witnessed the altercation.
''To me this was police brutality.
The police officer misrepresented his
authority when he jumped the line,''
he said.
Calloway was taken to the Third
District precinct and fined $25 for
disorderly conduct. He said he was
co nsidering filing police brutality
charges against the officer involved.

•

!

see Arrest, page 7

Meetings• keep new president busy
.· Goodwill high on list
r
By Paula White
Hill1op Staff Reporter

For the past three weeks, Howard
University President Franklyn G.
Jenifer has done little besides meet
with people.
'
According to Jenifer, he has met
\Vith leaders of corporate 1 America,
the legisla1ure, city officials, community leaders, rstudents, . administrators and fa4ulty in an effort
to make all of these~ntities aware of
his plans for the university.

•

''I want all of these people to know

where we're going," Jenifer said . ''I
want 10 commil to them that Howard
is going to be the best university in
this cou11try."

• ..,r:•

photo courtesy of WHMM
•

Amid his many executive meetings, J~nif8r recently appeared with HUSA president· and vice pret:lclent..'lect
Jenifer has s1ill taken time out to in- April Silver and Ras Baraka on Channel 32's Spotlight program.
1erac1 with students to make sure they
are aware Of his plans.
prbmised.
''We're not talking about runninb
''I'm trying to...be very open with
The busy new president has already Howard on less money," Jenifer
'1he students, and the exact thing I tell participated in a General Motors said .
the dea11s, I tell the students,'' Jenifer award program for volunteer service,
He said that he will be looking at
said.
traveled to Mississippi with scie11ce areas that may be redundant or have
sludents for a conference, and serv- low studenl interest and try to conHe said tl1e only promise he will ,ed as gfand marshal al the Howard solidate or eliminate them to save in
make is that students \viii be involv- Relays last weekend.
admi11istrative costs.
ed in any university decisions that af- ''We can reallocate resources to
One of the problems Jenifer said
feet then1.
he has identified in the university is things that are doing well, and I think
'' Whatever we do, there will not be the lack of cost efficiency.
Howard will come out a much
a11y surprises. There will be ample opFor the size of the student popula- s1ronger institution; the same weight,
portunity for st1:1dents to resppnd to tion, Jenifer said, Howard' s expen.
any plans and decisions," Jenifer ditures ~ho uld be modified.
see Jenifer ,' page 1
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~ersi~te~tflumnus m~kes
"

By Desiree Robinson
Hilltop Scaff Reporter

Dr. EY:art B rowr1~ 43, a 1968
Howard Universit)' alumnus and
former Howard University Student
Associa1ion president, has launched
a second bid for the pasition of alumni trustee for the Howard board of
trustees.
Last year, Brown ran unsuccessfully against former Atlanta mayor, Andrew Young. Brown filed a lawsuit
against Howard University claiming
that la_st yea r 's election was
fraudulent and incorrect.

Highlights of UGSA'Sannuol.Spring Block Arts Festival included a perf0i111ance of th., HU Dance Ensembte,
top, and a G....._ show. Also during the weeltlong celebration, gospel group Inspiration reunited for a
farewell conc9rt at Rankin Chapel. A fashion show is set for tonight and a picnic will be held on the
Yard Saturday. Songstress Phyllis Hyman will cap off the festivities with two concerts ot Cromton

bid for Board

He believes Roger E . Estep, vice
p1esident for development and
university relations, was responsible
for the sub mission of You11g's name
in the election, which he feels
hindered his chances at winning the
election ;' because of Young's
notoriety.
Estep refused to make a s1atement
because the nlatt er was ''pending
litigation .''
· '.' Let it be know11 that there are
those in the administration who don't
want me or m y type on the Board of
Trustees,'' said Brown, a I 972

Howard Medical School graduate.
In addition, he believes the submission of Young's name was a
deliberate attempt by administration
to ruin his chances of winning the
election. Brown also believes that a
man of Young's stature should not
have been required to run, but simply appointed. ,
'' It' s an embarrassment to the
university when we invite a Lee At~
'''atqr to be appointed to the board
and !Andrew Young has to run tor a
position:•• Brown said.

•

1

see Brown oa2e
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Civil rights leader, Abernathy, dies of heart attack Prime minister of Jamaica
By George Daniels
Hilltop Staff Reporter

·cy. Tt1e Ci\'il rights leader had
previously suffered strokes in 1983
and ' 1986.

The Rev . Ralph David Abefnathy,
confidante of the Rev . Mal'\ in Luther
King Jr. and co-founder of the
Southern Leadership Conference,
died Tuesday at the age of 64 in an
Atlanta hospital .
Abernathy suffe red a heart attack
while undergoing a l.u~g -scan at the
Crawford Long Hospital where he
had been ad.,,itted three weeks ago
for treatm"'.. 1f a sodium deficien-

to deliver speech at Howard

l1ad heard he had been on a die1 and
his sodium level was low."
Seve ral Howard professors
remembered Abernathy.
' ' Abeirl_athy was an extremely
courageous man as King was
throughout most of his life,'' said Dr.
Arnold Taylor, a professor in the
department of 1..::;tory. ''He shou ld
be placed among 1he pantheon of
protest leaders of lhe '50s and '60s.
Dr. Ronald Walters, a PO.licical

Abernathy was pastor of \Vest
Hunter Street Baptist Church in
Atlanta where lie served fro1n 1961
until his deatl1 .
He is succeeded as president of the
SCLC by the Rev. Joseph Lowery,
who said Abernathy's death was
unexpected .
''We did not know his illness was
quite so critical," Lowery said. '' He
had not been receivi ng visitors. We

see Abernathy, page 14

By Tina Travers
Hilltqp Staff Reporter .
•

M i~h ael

I

Manley, prime minister
of Jamaica . will deliver a major
foreign J?Olicy speech at Cramton
Auditorium at 8:30 p.'m. on
Thursday, May 3.
•
''Manley will make a major
foreign policy speech and he wants
to make the speech at Howard,''
said Barry Bern, director of Interinational Student Services.
1

Rev. Ralph Abemathy

•

•

Manley rece ntly won the
February 1989 elections for the
position of prime minister for a
lhird 1erm. He will ~ in the
District on an official 'isit with
President George Bush .
According 10 Bern, Howard has
approximately 170 Jamaican
students .
''We should be very privileged
and pleased that he wanted to
make his speech at Howard,'' Bern..
said.

I
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Denial of rights

Health hazard

'

President Bush .to veto rights bill
See page 4.
•

Study finds douching

•

Notice
dangerou~

See page I 0.

The Undergraduate library will provide 24 hours of con.1inuous service beginning Wednesday, April 25.
·
The next issue of The Hilltop will be the May I 2
g;aduation issue.

•

•
•

•
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Company offers safe storage on campus

'

Student-run organization to operate in conjunction with university this summer
1
The company will be run by
By Kassandra Fleming
belongings because R?l:/.ert Mc.Ghee, a junior political
major, and Charles AnderHilltop s.. rr Repon<•
,
they Will be right science
s~n, junior finance major . They
A new student storage company here On CampUS ''
will serve as president and vice
has been formed in conjunction
,
'
with the universi1y .
On April 12 the Howard

president, respectively.
McGhee, former chairman of

- Kaslm Reed

University Holding Company was

established to benefit the university by channeling ft1nd s directly

into the Howard University Student Association.

Kasim Reed, a junior inrernational rela1ions majo( and newly
. ~lected undergraduate trustee, is
the brainchild of the orga11ization.
''This is son1f"t hing monumen tal because Ho"·ard has allo\ved us
to use their nan1e and scoi'e the
trunks on campus.
•

,.

•

''Students do not
have to wbrry
about not being
able to get their
--

•

•

•

Reed's undergraduate trustee campaign, said he believes in the idea
of students helping students.
''By working with Howard,
students will be able to see that the
university is more reliable than

''Students do _pot have to worry
abo ut ~t being able to get their
belongirtgs.. because 1hey will be
ri~ht here on campus.
'111 addition, the H oward
University Studenl Federal Credit
Union will receive the account · some students think,'' he said.
enablin g the do llars 10 floV.: 1
The company can store up to
througl1 the l1ni versi1y,'' Reed 200 trunks. Any regular or largesaid .
size trupk will cost $50 to store
The u11iv ersit y o ri ginally re- throughout the summer . Pick-up
jected the idea beca use they did is free. The phone number for the
1101 \Vant to be liable.
con1pa11y is 630-6636.
''Dean [Willia1n) Keene (Office
Some Howard students had a
of Res idence Life) a11d Mr. [York] mixed response 10 the company.
Can1pbell (Keene's assistant) were
''My main concern is the secur1 very ins1ru1ne111al in getti ng this - ry of my materials. 01her than
off ~he ground . They made people . t~at, I have 110 problems suppora\·a1lable to talk to and gave in- ' ting my school and colleagues in
st rl1n1ental sugges tions on
this venture,'' said Carla James a
feasibitity," Reed sa id .
sophomore broadcast journali;m
' 'The university is not putting 111ajor:.
up a11y _funding. Afler talking to
Kim Coleman, a junior public
seve ral insu rance companies and
relations major, said, ''I think it'!'
storage compan ies, 1wo student
great that students have come up
e11trepre11eurs put up the funding
with a way to help each other. l
to. es tabl ish their own business
\vouid certain ly support it.
\Vtth the university's permissio n. ''
Howard students need to help

Students wary despite
~ampus crime decline
By Desiree Robinson
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Although campus crime continues
to be a major issue of concern for
Howard stud nts, campus security
officials maint~n that there has been
a noticeable decline in reported campus crimes during this academic
school year.
. Lt. ~oyal Jayson, crime prevent19n officer for E;Ioward security, attributed the decline to crime prevention campaigns and active student
awareness with regard to campus
safety.
1
'Crime prevention must be an
ongoing process and a campus-wide
committee effort of students and
faculty to deal with the campus crime
situation," Jayson said.
''The more students become
educated to things being done the
more synthesized they will becor:ie to
potential problems,'' he added.

Kosim Reed
each other and our school .''
' 'The idea of this storage company was a part of my platform.
People are expecting a lot from the
upcoming HUSA administration.
· 1~ here was support from the begin-

ning from [HUSA president-elect
and vice presidt10t-elect] April

[Silver] and Ras [Baraka]," Reed
said .

According to Howard security
statistics, campus crimes reported for
the 1989 calendar year included three
rapes, ~4 robberies, 31 assaults, 108
burglaries, 320 thefts and 18 auto

thofts .
For the first three months of the

1990 calendar year, six assaults, 19
burglaries and four auto thefts have
already been reported.

Despite a rising student interest in
crime prevention, security officials
said that they receive little support
from the HOward administration.
''Administration mus} show more
sensitivity to the students' input,''
Jayson said.
''Our Campus Watch program has
a budget of zero and some schools
have provided their student patrol
units with vans, motor patrols and
remote radios,'' he added.
One student security effort is the
Student Escort Service which was
coordinated by the combined efforts
of the Howard University Student
Association and the Undergraduate
1
Student As1ociation
.
Rodney Emery, a senior criminal
justice major from Los Angeles, said
that the serv,ice was designed to
reduce the ch~nces of crime occurring on campus.
·
''The Student Escort Service is a
student oriented effort initiated bx
Van Johnson, - former HUS~
grievance director, and Renetta Garrison, former UGSA grievance direc-'
tor, '' Emery said.
''William Brown, the present
UGSA grievance director, \Jllerely
picked up the slack in the pr'ogram,
which is a student volunteer pr6gram,
t<? make sure the project was im-

r

see Theft, page 7

_Scholars showcase academic prowess
'

Four-member teqm competes in competition among black colleges

•

Duane Covert
Hilltop Staff Repor1

Academic excellence was the name
of the game for a group of four
students who represen1ed Ho,vard
University recently a1 the first
academic competition ever between
black universities, The Campus All Star Challenge.
Dean S. Bra11on, junior journalism
major; Makela Abdulla, senior civil
engi neer major; Rhonda Ballard
~ophom ore medi ca l technology ma:
Jor; and lvory Fuller, senior speech
pathology major , made up Howard's
four-member team.
T.he team, which competed in the
sectionals, was eliminat ed in the se-

- '
I

cond round of 1he nationals.
Going into th e national championship, Howa rd' s team had a 5-0
record. ~Ha ving played such team s as
Morgan State, v.•hom Howard beat
1J1ree times, the 1eam had the highest
total number of pdi nt s (l ,480) of the
16 tean1 s that competed in the
11ationals.
''Everybody was looking at
H ov.'ard as being the team to beat,"
Fuller said .
In the co mpetition, modeled after
the classic academic challenge College
Bo\vl, players from each university
answer toss-up and bonus questions.
The object is for players to beat
tl1eir opponent to !he buzzer .
Although there was a Jot of
animosi ty between teams, Fuller s.aid,

''l tried to drop all of the animosities
-and get to know the people from the
other teams . I was just trying to concentrate on the questions that were
being asked."
The competition, said Roberta
Mcleod, director of the Armour J .
Blackburn Center an·d coach of the
academic team, ''allowed the public
to finally see a showcase of black
academic talent from all over the nation.''
During the competition, held in the
s tudios of Black Entertain ment Network, n1embers of each 1eam
ansv.·ered questions from a variety of
disciplines '.
Having competed in similar con1-

I1

"Network' begins new

see Contest, page 14

Take a

out of your
next vear's
academic load
and bring your
Day that much closer -1

jc -

.I

r

'

Attend

major from Hampton, Va. He
;erved two years in the U.S. ArHilltop S1aff Reporter
my before coming to Howard .
Daniels is a 20-year-old broadAfter being plagued with concast journalism major from Richtroversy surrounding its elections,
the School of Communications · mond, Va.
The other officers are iO-yearfinally has a student council. I
·oJd sophomore Paula White as
Sophomores Ivan Bates and
secreta ry and junior Joesph
Ge6rge Daniels were elected as the
McGintv as treasurer.
school's president and vice presiAddressing the issue of the condent during a re-election Tuesday.
troversy over election procedures,
The two Won the race after being
Daniels said they plan to make the
hit with 1hree contestations during
guidelines specific and available to
camptis-wide elections on Feb. 28.
the students .
'
Filed by various other canThey want to develop a detaildidates running for offices in the
ed campaign calender and let canschool, the contestations alleged
didates know about the way
that Bates and Daniel s had
vio lated electidn rules by posting speak-outs will be run before they
flier s that were not approved by get there .
''The way in which the rethe Office of-Stydent Life and Activities. The d40 was sub$equent- election was done is the way in
which all elections should be
ly disqualified . '
Bates and Daniels contested do?e," Daniels said. ''They had a
!heir disqualification and won , committee; they had guidelines
saying they had-never received the specifically for the school of communica1ions; they had specific
election s- guidelines in w:iting .
y,•ays in which gr~evances should
'' I'm glad that it's over,"
Daniels said. 1 'Now we can get be handl•d; and ttiey also had perback to being normal student s sons that were responsible other
again. We can begin to heal the than the elections chairperson.
\VOunds that have been created by Guidelines are my major conthis long, drawn out process," he cern,'' he added.
Daniels stressed how important
said.
Bat es,
a
21 -year -old it is to work together.
''It's important to work with
sophomore, _is a public relations

Session I: M~y 22- iune 30
Session II: July 3 - A"ugust 11

C3mpus Digest

Summer Sessions Office
Room 100
Scl1ool of Continuing Education
(opposite the M.W. Johnson Administration Building)

or call:

636-6792
'
An rqual opportunity/atfmnative action institution

'

•

•
t

'

'·

.

Greir will be sentenced on June
22. McCray is scheduled to go to
trial next week in Alexandria.
•

•

a semester su rcharge to each student allowing them the use of
these services after hours.
'"This surcharge will facilitate
the hiring of extra staff for extra
hours, and so far the response has
been favorable,''he said.
~
Also on tl1e agenda is the for:
mation of a committee addressing'
student concerns and grievances:-

see Election, page 14

•

/News In Brief

Student faces charges Computers recovered

•

Eight computers and several
typewriters stolen from the Browsing Room in Founders Library
were recovered by Howard
University security.
According to Sgt. Harold Lacy
of the security division, burglars
gaine~ ac~ess to the library by
breaking 1n through a basement
window over the weekend. The
theft was discovered on Monday.
The stolen merchandise was
later discovered abandoned near
the chemistry building that same

day.

l

''Apparently whoever left them
there planned to come ·back for
them later or just got spooked
off,'' Lacy said.
He is asking anyone with information regarding the burglary to

'

'

a $20 fee, which will be added as

...!

Former- HoWard University
Sophomore Emmett M . Grier III
faces up to 60 years in prison after
pleading guilty to attempted extortion charges earlier this week in an
Alexandria, Va. court.
Grier, 20, was arrested in
February after he attempted to extort $75,000 from Tammy Brannen in return for her missing
5-year-old daughter Melissa.
Melissa has been missing since
December from a Christmas party in Fairfax County, Va. Neither
Grier nor his accomplice, Anthony
McCray, 24, has been connected
with Melissa's dissapearance.

·For more infonnation,,drop by:

P.S:: Have a Howard U. Su'llm(r:

one another in school because if
you don't you'll .miss out on
future relationships, which is important if 'you want to 'Network,' '' Bates said.
•
Bates and Daniels are anxious to
implement their 'Network' agenda which includes academic support, student concerns, unity and
organization.
''We've identified specific areas
of interest under each main idea,
and we've been refining them,"
Daniels said.
''In the area of academic support, we want to help students
with their classes by extending the
hours of the video training rooms
and computer labs, '' he said.
__
Sirice Wednesday, the duq has
been conducting a poll to see if
students woutd be willing to pay

\

Summer Sessions at Howard U

•

reign in School of C.

By Mereille Myers

•

•

.

Doniel~ ~.r:t..~, Bates hope their leadership wiH bring obout·Mnity in the School of Commun;cations.

l

,

pholo ::y Frank Byrd

call the security division at
328-4685.

Driver finds dead end
The driver of the automobile
seen cruising across the main yard
last week has been identified by
Howard Security, thanks to an
anonymous tip.
D,aniel Ramsey, an employee at
the Department of Physical
Facilities, was identified as the driver of the 300ZX that drove

from the Underaraduate Library
to Douglass Hall and back.
When questioned about the purpose of his drive, Ramsey
reportedly said that he wanted to
see the flowers on campus.

'

•

•
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Mayoral candid ~te
gives speecli at HU

Voting act
celebrates
25th year

•

Schools, economy, lead John Ray's platform

By Robin Jones

•

Ray proposes to establ ish more
personal counseling and guidance for
h;igh school students in the District.

By Yvonne Judice
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Hilltop Starr Reponer

Throughout April, political activists, scholars and the genera] public
are cclebratin'g the 25th anniversary

He has also set a goa l of increas-

The next mayor of the District of ing the Africait-American com muniColumbia must be willing to make a 1yis economic power. ''If we don't
'.'quant~m- leap," beginning by help- have it in D.C., then we can't have
~~~mAtf~~~~~:nrnae;~~~~!i~,r::~ t~~ it in any other city,'' he said.
. councilmember and candidate fOr
George Mi1chell , Ray's campaign
n1anager, elaborated. ''What goes on
mayor, John Ray .
in the nation's capital will effec1 the
Speaking in the Blackburn Center res! of 1he world," he said.
·~ audi1orium Monday, Ra}' said, '' \Ve
o. David Jackso n, a graduating
cannot ask o1hers to solve our pro- se11ior majoring i11 poli!ical science,
blerns. We must take oUr own said Ray has son1e good ideas. but he
responsibility ''
sees 1he possi bility for co11flicts.
He stre~sed that African ''}j-e is det-initcly a qualified ca nt
An1ericans can11ot be preoccupied didatc, but a lot of his priorities 111 ay The Zacchaeus Free Clinic provides
with the idea of ··us and them." He
I
f
·
said it is the African-An1erica11's cost a 01 0 rgoncy and 1ha1 wil l
defeat the purp<'!t," Jackson said.
rt;:Spo nsibili1y to look out· for us
''He also focuses on cal king fro111
~(bl,~~~ ~~~s~~~~~~~ t1:;:;~~~~te~~ the black perspective, but \vl1a1 is he
,
sayi11g to \\•hites?''
are," Ray said. '' It is a requirement.
We must make America \\'Ork for
S.t eph,a nic tv1a\011e, a ju11ior
us.''
political s~ic11~c major. said she sees
L-eading his political platform is ·_ 110 probiems at all \\'ith Ray's
Miiko Anderson
reform of the public education pl~~forl'!1.
.
Hilltop Staff Reporter
system . He said it ''should renect-the
_H e •.s ,an excel le11f ca11d1datc and
At six o'clock on a rainy Tuesday
type of society people are Ji\'ing in." I think _its great t_hat he talks _fro';!
evening people are lined up waiting
''We cannot give up on kids bet- the Af.r1ca.~-Ai;icr.1can perspective.
\Veen the ages of t 3 and 15," he said. she said: He s a ~ood role. mo·del for the doors of che Zacchaeus Free
'' \Ve must be role models and be \\'iii- and I \v1ll be '''ork1ng on his earn - Clinic 10 open.
The one thing they all have in coming to give them a helpi11g hand."
paign soon."
mon is the security in knowi11g that
\
'''hen the local hosp it als are overcrowded with violent ly wounded p<l.-'"
tient s and the down1own physicians
charge too much, they can rely 011 the
Zacc haeu s Medical Clin ic . .
Located at 1329 N St. N·:w. , near
Howard 's Sutton , and Eton dor1nitories, the clinic was established in
•
1974 \\'ith the mi ssio n of providing
free medical care to the poor.
According to Michelle Morris, who
heads the clinic, it later had to change
\\'irh tl1e times by expa nding to include prenatal care, long-1erm care
for the chronica lly ill, and physicals
for job-seekers.
··Providing the physicals ha s
helped out a grea1 deal becal1se many
times people are asked to have a
'-- physical 1--fore they get the job a11d
if the}' ca1 ••1ot afford to pay for one
their cl.ances of getting a job become
photo b}' l.a" ·rence Jarkson. rourtes~· of lhe
\\'ashington Afro· ..\meric11n ne" sp11per
\•ery slim," Morris said.
Morris said the clinic 's in c;pnstant
. Councilmember John Roy prese~nted his mayoral campaign platfornt ot
11eed of funds because l1ealtl1 care is
ex1.rk 111ely expensive.
Howard's Blackburn Center auditorium.

.

of the Voting Rights Act of 1965.

pholo hv Paul Woodruff

job physicals, check-ups, and long-term care to area residents. ·

Free clin,ic·helps poor _near Eton

1

J

•

Local
...

'

•

p

Zacchaeus Clinic works to provide free care to area residents
Foundations provide some 40 percent of the funding; 20 percent comes
from churches and corporations, and
individua1s contribute the remaining.
''As a result of being partially
funded by the Cat holic Church, there
are ce rtain things that they cannot
do, such as help teach 1he patients
about birth c ontrol or . distribute
birth control pills," said parishioner
'' I feel that this would be ideal for Gary George, a clinic employee.
Fundraisers, such as the.Skm Walk
pre- med students or anyone who
\vants to help out the commu nit y. sc heduled for May 19, have been
developed in order to raise capital for
the clinic, but outs ide companies and
individuals con tinue to donate needed supplies such as microscopes, syringes and other important equipment. Morris s aid.
Net1ie Bazemore, a 28-year-old patient at the cl inic, sees Zacchaeus as
so mething more than a place to get
phy~ical help, but a place where people care .
' ' This is my second time here
because my job won't be able to provide me with insurance until my
90-day proba1ion period is up," she
- Michelle Morris said .
·
''I am more than satisfied with the
Ma11y of the people here just need a! - serv ices here because they seem to be
tention," said' Jeanine Swa n, ' genuinely concerned. They don't
voli1nteer and pre-med 1-Joward treat you like dirt here the way they
student .
do at D.C. General [Hospital]."

It is also in need of responsible
volunteers.
''There are st udents from
Georgetown, George Washington
and Howard (volunteering], but more
Howard students are needed con- ·
sidering the closeness in vicinity of
Sutton and Eton [dormilories] to the
clinic,'' Morri s s'3.id.

''More
ifoward
students are needed
considering
the
closeness in vicinity
of Sutton and Eton
to the clinic. ''

ThE O.f=.f=icE of:' S-cuoEn-c ~c-c1v1-c1ES'
pn.ESEn;cs -chE
'
1990 S"CuOEn"C lEaOEns ~fn.a.nsi-cion "UYol'.U<.shop

The celebration began with a threed~y ~onference sponsered by the
D1str1ct of Columbia's American·
University along with the Smithsonian National Museum of American
History earlier this month.
The conference showcased various
professors and politicians from
across the country.
Howard University professor of
political science Ron Walters lectured
on empowerment and accountability . .
''This is an occasion for us to reach
deep into our sense of decency and
honor to evaluate ourselves," said
Professor Jack O'Dell of the National Rainbow Coalition.
He said that during the celebration,
p~ople should reflect on the Voting
Rights Act and realize that it is a
result of a struggle after 95 years of
neglect .
Although the 15th Amendment of
1870 avowed that ''the rights of
citizens of the United States to vote
shall not be denied or abridged by
any state on account of race, color or
previous condition of servitude,••
blacks were denied the ballot for 95
years thereafter, 0 1Dell said.
It was not until August 1965 that
the United States federal government
ratified and enforced the amendment
by proclaiming the voting rights bill
a law .
·
''There are still many obstructions
that face the Afro-American vote,••
said Dr. Linda Williams of the Joint
Center for Political Studies. 'd!The
four main obstacles are legal an administrative, class, psychological
and institutional barriers.''
'
All of the panelists agreed that
although the Voting Rights Act of
1965 did assist Afro-Americans and
other minorities in achieving the right
to vote, certain hinderances still exist today.
''If voting is the key to empowerment, does the key still fit the lock?''
asked Dr. Gwendolyn Keita Robinson of the 'Smirh~onian. ''Do We need ·
to change the loc'k on the door, or do
we break the door down?''

••
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·rhi s work s h.op is designed especially for ne w ly elected student council
president.s, . vice presidents, financial officers, programs chairpersons,
Hilltop & Bison yearboo·k staff. Homecoming coordinntors and executive
s tnff, HU S A, GSA, and UGSA elected and/or appointed officials, as well
as ANY student i nteresled .
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Regi.<>trotion moteriols ond ntore fnl'ormotion o¥oilo/Jle in the
Ol'l'ice ol' Student ;.1cti¥ities, Suite / / ,7 Block urn Center, come /J!}
or coll 636-: ,700J.
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Bush vows to v~to

'

,

By George Daniels
Hilltop Staff Reporter

- The Bush administration has promised to veto the proposed Civil

.

Rights Bili of 1990 while those in the

•

photo by Frank Byrd

'

Greyhound bus driYers hove been on ,strike for close to a month~ following disputes with low wages and long hours.
•

Grievances unsettled in strike
.

By "fraci L. Hughes

t

I

•

Hilltop Scaff Reportrr

Gre>·hol111d e1nployees around the
col1ntry ha
been on "Stri ke since

•

~arch

12:01 a.m.,

25.

Although the common focus of the
st rike has bee111he lo''' wages that are
bei1lg imposed. on the \\'Orkers,
Greyhound employees picketting in
\Vashington , D.C. say their participation in the s1rike is 1lot for
n1oney alo11e .
''It 's dcfiilitely not about the
1no11cy, it's abol1t 1he 'vork conditions ~11d 1he work rules," said
Greyh~fnd driver Bernard Robinson.
· According co Robinso11, a driver
'''ith Greyhou11d for approximately
two years, 70 buses depart everyday
for co111n1utes on the east coast frOm
the D.C. station.
Since the strike the number X>f
'b uses have d\vindled to 15 leaving the
station each day, '''ith all tour services
discontinued.
'' I figure (Gre) hound] is losing a
quarter of a million dollars a )'ear in
this area alone ," Robinson said.
''Easter is our biggest 3eason. ''
Gre)·hou11d drive.rs iii the D.C.
location \\'Ork a11 average of 65 hours
~ Weck, spendirlg rhree days away
from home. During the months of
i\larch and April the hours increase
because the tourist season peaks during these months.
_
Robinson sa id that efforts are being made to c lose down Greyhound
garages i11 the New York cities of
S)•racuse. Albany, Binghan1ton and
Camden.
Most Ho,,·ard students \Vho live on
the cast cOast do not take the bus
because it is nlore convenient for
them to fly. HO\\'ever, so111e feel that
1hev " 'ill be affected by the s trike.

•

1r

1

,

C liff' Frith, a microbiology major
fron1 Brooklyn, N. Y. is one.
''The strike does affect me because
if I don't have enough money to take
a plane, l 111 take a bus," he said.
Carlos Bledsoe, a junior Co1nputer
Based Informati on Systems major,
said !hat he prefers not to take the
bus when traveling to Buffalo, N. Y.
' 'Bus rides are too long and uncbmfortable . I catch a plane because

downs are a result of poor management . He said that Frank Cl1rry,
CEO of Greyhound buslines, has not
invested the inoney the company
earns properly.
'' He should be buying Greyhound
properities instead of leasi ng ; the
overhead is killing him, " Robinson
said .
,
One of the main concerns of
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Gre)•hound employees is that C:::urry
wants to eliminate the greviance
clause. provided for the companies
workers.
\
Picketters believe that this is
C urry's means of breaking down the
union under which the ehtployees are
proterted.
Earl Gladden, who retired after
working for the government 10 years,
has worked for Greyhound for near1
ly three years.
According to Gladden, if the
employees are not given arcess to -..rbitration they can be asked to do
a nything from driving the buses to
janitorial work.
'' If [Curry) does away with the grevience procedure, we co uld be asked
- Bernard Robinso n to do a nything that the company
assigns us to d o," Gladden said . ''If
there is 110 union, we have no legs to
stand on."
it is more con\•enient and it is only an
Among the ot her issues workers
hour to Buffalo as opposed to six are stri king against is the pension
hours on the bus. The strike would plan that ._is offered to G reyhound
definitely affect me if I did not like wor ke rs.
10 fly .
Under this plan anyone hired· to
Scranton, P a. and Breezwood, Pa . work for Greyhound after ~ 987 is not
a re also closing because operating ex- eligible to receive a pension upon
penses have become too high .
retirement, regardless of the serviceIf the garages are shut down, many time given to the company.
.
jobs will be ..Jps1 due to the high
Those who a re eligible to receive
number of eml>lQ_yees necessary to ·pension money after retirement are
run the sta1ions 24 hours a day, every
see Slrike, page 14
day of the week. .
'

''Greyhound is taking
everybody . and
anybody with a
license. There used to
be a t'ime. when you
touldn.'t
be
a
greyhound driver
without a perfect
driving license. ''

Ask ang you _~pall receive
D. C. \'\.'ages
... earned as student can be claimed

I

8) Traci

Hv ~ bes

\\•ho has legal • reside11ce i11 tl1e
Di strict. Those who are residents, can
file the 1040 EZ or th·e , 1040 tax
form as well.
If a person does not fit either of 1he
above mentioned c,ategories, they
may file a D 408 tax form reql1e~11ng any withheld mo11ies thal
\\' C1 ~· earned.
!Vlany stude11ts are una\\'are of
thcjr obligations to file tax returns.
'' They think because they are
students 1hey don't need to file,"
Hodge said. :
It is important to remen1ber that if
your parents are claiming you on
their income tax, then you .cannot
claim yourself exempt as an irldependent. The amount the District gives
you per exemption this year can go

ll 1lltop Staff Reporter

•

April 16 ''as the deadli11e to file
taxes if you O\\'e the federal go,•er;1
ment. But did you kno''' 1h2t if )·ou
worked in the District of ·colu mbia
" you may be 'ligible to receive a return
on the money you ha..,e earned?
Stella Hodge, director of the
finance and revenue depart1nent of
the District of Columbia says· that it
is as ~i111ple as filing a return as yoU
\\'Ould " 'ilh the state you reside.
There are, however, gl1 idelines
placed on the ti1ne which one can file
back taxes.
•
I ''They cap just file a return. If t-hey
are due a refu11d, they can on ly file
three )'ears back because of the D.C.
s1atute of limitations that regulates
taxes," Hodge said.
Hodge did add !hat if a student
owes money then the sta1ute of
limitations does not apply. Hodge
~ays that norn1ally one is required to
fjle a state return if they are asked to
•file a fcdCral retur11 witl1in the
Pistrict .
There arc ccrtai 11 qualificatio11s a
person mu st fall under 111 order to
co1nptc1e 1he Jlroper for111 'for filing

'
'
Robinson believes that all t'he shut-

~

Send a message to
your
graduating
friends in The Hilltop
only $1 for every 10
words.

''Black Americans
have challenged me
and my administration to live up to the
highest ideals of the
civil . rights movement. I accept that
challenge. ''
- George Bush

••I and other senior advisers would
recommend that it [the Civil Rights
Act of 1990) be vetoed,'' Thornburgh
wrote . .r
!
But , in a speech April 4, tO \the
, Joint Center for Political Studies, a
black politiqal think tank, Bush reaffirmed his ciommitment to the cause
of civil rigtits .
He restated his promise to Benjamin Hooks, NAACP executive
director, and Coretta Scott King, that
he would use his office ''to condemn,
in the strongest terms, racism, bigotry
and hate~
The president also predicted that
an African-American man or woman
would soon be president .
''The day will come, and it is not
far off, when the legacy of Linc~ ln

i

H odge also st1.ys that 'many
students are unaware of the property tax the District implements.
'' We have a propert y tax credit in
the Di strict . If o ne owned or rented
fron1 a private realtor, t hey cou ld be
entitled to a refund. The housing
co uld not be public or subsidized,"
Hodge said.
If 1111 those living i11 the l1ol1seho ld
have a11 a nnual combi 11ed in<.:ome of

The Grand Hyan Washington has everything you need for
a perfect graduation celebration:
'
• Luxurious overnight accommodations
. _.
• A spectacular 1.2-story atrium lobby with cascading waterfiills and an island baby grand piano in a tranquil lagoon
• Spacious hospitality suites for entertaining family and friends
• Elegant banquet and party rooms·
• Superb restaurants including a private dining room that
seats 12
• A sensational health club with indoor pool, Jacuzz~
exercise equipmen~ aerobics, and more (minimal fee)

will final ly be fullfilled·-~t 1600 Penn- sylvania Ave., when a black man or
woman will sit in the Oval Office,''
he said.
Such comments - may have contributed to the perception of Bush in
the African-American community .
His approval rating among AfricanAmericans was measured at 74 percent in a recent N. Y. Times-CBS
News poll .
•
Another factor · which may have
contributed to this type of rating is
the fact that Bush appointed 47
African-Americans to hi$11-level positions in his administration .
These posts include chief lobbyist
for the White House, head of the Office of Personnel ~anagement, chairman of the Joint CJiiefs of Staff and
secretary of Health and Human
Services.
_
''Approval hardly means devotion,'' said Dr . Lorenzo Morris,
Howard University political science
professor, commenting on the recent
poll .
He noted that the vast majority of
African-Americans did not vote for
him in the 1988 election .
''I would say he's stayed distant
from endorsing anything [on the Civil

The Bush administration said that

said Marc Battle, president of the
Howard Chapter of the NAACP .
Battle identifiCd the Greekfest
dis,turbance in Virginia Beach as an
issue which Bush r~mained silent on
rather than handlipg openly.
Although Battl<\ reaffirmed the

such a measure would set impossible
standards for businesses that would
result in employers adopting what
Thornburgh termed, ''a silent practice of quota hiring and promotion''
to avoid any lawsuits.
A second decision which the ad-

NAACP's suppon 0f the Civil Rights ministration said should be upheld,

Bill of 1990, he did not comment on Ma~tin vs. Wilks , allows wh ite
the Bush Administration's position .
on the measure .
see Naacp, page 14

MANAGEMENT INTERN
Salary: $31,400/year

Sute. t
"'"Ir~ Ka

n hlJr< st...S.n!~ "''"' 11,..,,

!IO:>le' and !litH than<~ul lwtt•i ll<ltr11•
ltd lnk>lhln for<! c hoo<'~ !ICI~ ""'1 ''
00 Oflt !ia• hrlf't'd <1 uclcnl~ Jet>~ !uj!l1"f'

Qlt.(R

government

.

' ' The program consists al a one-week or1en1a11on period and work rotations in 3 to 4'
departments One al the rota/1ons may be with the Office of the City Managt1r .

To qua/1/y /or this fJ(Js1tion, you must be 1n your lasr semester of a Masrer 's DegretJ
Program 1n Public Adm1n1stration or a closely related field . You must have completed
your degree requirement by July 1. 1990 To aooly, please send your resume lo :
Mr. Bob Allen, Cly of San Jose , Personnel Otp1rtment (HOWR). 801 N. First Street ,
Room Z1S. San Jose . CA 95110. Resumes should include /he /ollowrng rnlorma t1on :
"Honors & extracurr1cular1ac/1vi11es "Paid and volunteer wOfk experiences "Names _
and lelephone numbers of three references (one of which musr oe a faculty member
or employment supervisor) 0ff1c1al graduate and undergraduate lranscritifS "A 3.5
page tyoewr1t1en paoer on why you are seeking fh1s oositwn (1nclud1ng your career
goals) "A copy at a term paoer or work reoort written by you . Ftial filing date :
Frid1r . May 18. 1990. The City of San Jose 1s oroud 10 be an Equal
Oppar1un1ty Em(JkJyer .
0

,

• Grand Slam, our exciting, new spons bar
For reservations or more information, call 202-582-1234
and ask for the Graduation Special Rate.
And remember, for graduation and every occasion, the
Grand Hyan Washington is always at the top of its class.
"l'tr room, per nighl, through 9/J/90. Fri. or Sat. only. Sun. ll'l"ailablc if combined ,,.,;th Sat stay. Sub~ to ll'l'llilabilicy. Some dates may not be IMilablc~
' duding taxes and graruitics. Childttn 18 &
undrr fm: in i-rcnts' room. Not applicable to grou mctting or convtntion ancndtts. Rates
subject to changt ,,.,;thout norict. Some rtStricrions apply. $99 rate indudcs dining dlscounl of
up to $25 per room, per stay on OOd and ~'CragtS chaigcd to )'OW' room, taken
at check-out NIM mktmablc br cash or other substitutions. Not good 1ov.vd
Gold Passport points. Unused portion v.ill nlM bt itfundrd. "ilr noi bt rombintd v.1th other HY11tt coupons or promotions of any kind
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The City of San Jose 1s offering a unique and exciting opfX]flun1ty tor an energettc
and dynamic persoo to gain hands·on experience and inS1gllt 1nto roo level city
management. As an intern. you-w1/I d1rec//y assist the City Manager and C1/y Department Heads 1n argan1z1ng. develoo1ng , researching and evaluating City services and
programs . You will be expected to provide creative and innovative ideas ta the City's

'

'

White House officials said Bush
favors an alternative measure to the
proposed bill which only reverses two
of the court's decisions.
One decision, Lorance vs. AT&T
Technology, which he feels should be
overturned, makes it more difficult
for minorities to challen ge
discriminatory seniority plans.
Another decision, Patterson vs.
McClean Credit Union, limits the
scope of an 1866 civil rights law
which prohibits intentional racial
disc rimination in making and enforcing contracts .
However, the Civil Rights Act of
1990, also calls for the overturning of
three other actions of the high court.
One such decision, Wards Cove
Packing vs . Antonio, placed the
burden of proof of alleged job
discrimination on workers.
This decision forced workers to
prove that certain practices of the
employer were discriminatory against
women and minorities . Secondly,
they must show that these practices
in no way affect the business which
is taking place .
Originally civil rights laws placed
the ·burden on the employer to
disprove such claims .

Rights agenda] . He's pla~ng it safe,"

'

- · --·

•

rights bill

•

A !lta1utory reside111 is so meone
ca n bC filed on your individual lax
w o re~ides in Washingto11, D.C. for
retur11s. If you believe that you are
n1 re tha11 183 days of 1t1e calendar
eligib le fo r the propert y tax c redi t,
year . If you fit tl1is rc4uircmc111, you • you ca n file a Schedulc-H form by
should file with the 1040 EZ or
itself if yo u have no1 earned enough
1040 tax forn1.
to file a 'leparate tax return with the
A domicillary residenl is a person
Di ~ trict .

•

;~O

as high as $1, 160.

$20,000 or less, IS percen1 of the 101al

I XCS.

civil rights activist community are
continuing to build support for the
measure in Congr~ss.
At the same time, President Bush
recentlY told an African-American
audlence - that he accepts the
challenges of the civil rights 'movement and a recent poll shows his
popularity
among
AfricanAmericans continues to rise.
''Black Americans have challenged me and my administration to live
up to the highest ideals of the civil
rights movement . 1 accept that
challenge,'' Bush said.
The proposed Civil Rights Bill of
1990 attempts to reverse five 1989
U.S. Supreme Court decisions which
reverse many of the protections contained in various civil rights laws .
Meanwhile, some analysts have
said the measure will encourage
lawsuits .
White House officials recently announced that the president favors a
separate measure which only reverses
two of the court's decisions.
The announcement was sent to
Congress last Tuesday in the form of
a letter from U .S. Attorney General
Dick Thornburgh .
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. By Jennifer Howard
Hilltop S1aff Report er

Howard University has educational linkages with foreign cou11tries
that it has not been utlilized according to Dr. \VinstOn Anderson, a
ftoward zoology professo1.
,,

~ducational

linkages
are
ag.ments between colleges for excha-nges of students, faculty, technicians, collaborative research, grant
applications, joint instruction and
enha!ncement
of
nlutual
undergraduate and
graduate
programs.

,g raduates of Ao,vard now
hold key positions i11 Lesotho. A
graduate J_from the School of
Engineering is one of the chief
engineers in 1he country a11d ·a
graduate fron1 the School of Architecture is the chief architect in the
, Kingdom of Lesotho.
According to Barr)' Bern, director
of ln1erna1ional Student Services,
during the years the university has
Bern also said Dr. Jan1es Cheek,
had various linkages abroad, unfor- president e111eritus of Howard,
tunately nothing has c0It1e of 1hem .1 travelled the world talking about
''I have in my hands an agreement linkages and rhaki11g agreements, but
\Vith a university in the Congo that did not follow through on
was established around 1982, bi.it implementation .
nothing cptre ou1 of that. The univer.Anderson said Taft Broome. who
sity has been interested in linkages is the chairman of· the University
. b~1 nothing specifif happens." Ben1 Senate and is pushing a li11kagc with
said.
· ~
the Kingdom of Lesotho, is 011 tl1e

•

•

B)'

'

Barry Bem
right track to make linkages
successful .
1
According 10 Anderson, Howard
is missing the opportunity 10' really
take the leadership in the devclop111e11t ot· acadeniic things.
''Schools like Brown University
have committed their resources i11
post-apartheid S"outh Africa and
11eighboring states and I haven't yet
seen any from Howard University,"
Anderson said.
Ander so11· wrote a letter to
Franklyn Jenifer, president of
Howard, to inform him of the commitment of resources 10 post ·
apartheid educational development in
South Africa by President Varian
Gregorian of Brown University.
'' Howard U11iversi1y really has a
role to play and i1 is crucial at this
time. Africa is crying for help,'' he
said.

Diane Wallace

Hilltop Staff Rcportl.'r

\Vhile visiting South Africa, during the weekend of Nelson Mandela's
release, Whintley Phipps , pastor of
Capital Hill Seven1h-Day Adventist
Church and gospel singer; along with
Rev . Jesse Jackson witnessed firsthand the violence of apartheid and
the strong will of the people to resist
it.
According to Pihipps, on February
11, the day of M~·ndela 's release, he
and Jackson were escorted by van
through the thickness of the crowd to
make their way to the front.
Someone thought Mandela was in
the van and confusion erupted.
''It was a harrowing experien~e.
Our lives were in danger . The vans
were unable 10 move and people were
jumping on the roof," Phipps said.
He said they realized they had to
get Q~t and walk the rest of th~ way
to hear Mandela' s speech when the
roof of the van started to cave in.
The next day, Jackson and Phipps
met with Nelson and Winnie
Mandela briefly at Bishop Tutu's
house. They were only able to speak
with Nelson
but Phipps was
able. to speak wi1h \Vinnie.
"I was inspired by her strength and

bri~fly,

1

Another German
student declared thqt
Howard students
seemed to be learning
in luxury.

~
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and Munich, Germany.
Taylor rentinded the audience that
black historians have been studying
America's history from an Afrocent ric perspective si nce the turn of
the century and that Howard University was in the forefront of this
activity.
''Most theses in the history department dealt with things black. Many
departments especially the social
sciences and other humanities deal
with black issues,'' he said.
''The '60's inspired great interest
in Afro· American Studies related to
Afri.:an history to the extent that
there was a shift from race relations
to examining internally the black
community as an actor in history and
not a passive victim," Taylor said.
Howard students hfld an opportunity to question the motives of German students for concentrating their
tour on the ,black experienj'.:e.
''Some of us are writing theses
co ncerning the black experience
which is studied to a sm'all extent in
Germany while dealing with
American sfudies," Gloggengiesser
said.
''We really know stereotypes.
What we generally know is Jesse
Jackson, Michael Jackson is not really considered black, just an American
pop star," he said.

""

Other replies ranged from
statements of CLJriosity to desires to
go beyond books both on college
campuses and in communities to seek
the truth about racism.
One German· student expressed
surprise that American students paid
tuition and said that in Germany col·
lege tuition is provided by the state.
Another German student declared
that Howard students seemed to be
learning in luxury . This comment Jed
to restrained smiles from many in the
audience.
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Dr. R. Adams tald German students that the dem~nd far a graduate Jevel
Afro.American Studies program must be backed by students and faculty.

sion hookup between Washington

United Stales through face-to-face
contact with people who were here
before the Mayflower, said Dr.
Russell L . Adams, chairman of the
department of Afro-American
Studies.
Representingthehostdepartments,
Adams and Dr. Arnold Taylor,
chairman of the department of
his1ory, led the group discussions.
In his remarks, Adams outlined the
evolulion of Afro-American Studies
as an interdisciplinary field.
According to Adams, the development of .Howard 's department of
Afro-American Studies has not been
fully
supported
by
the
administration.
''Our department was established
by student demand, but is not equally supported and funded (like other
university programs],'' he said.
Adams said Howard has a greater
capacity to sµpport graduate level
studies 1 but it \ has ndt been the instituttonal will of those having budget control to advance graduate AfroAmerican studies although the demand has existed since the '60s.
Reimhard Gloggengiesser, a
graduate student in Amc:rican Studies
at Munich University, expressed his
concern of the absence of graduate
level programs in Afro-American
Studies at Howard.

~ MANUFACIURERS
l"IJ•Ulllrff

.

i

'

photo by JanM;S Bolden

''The difficulty of getting money
a nd having a master's degree program is ridiculous . If Howard has the
largest col lection of Afro-American
Studies material then it should try to
get an academic program which
could use the resources,'' he said.
In Februar)'., Adams had already
spoken with the group on the topic
of current race relations via a
Worldnet Satellite interactive· televi-

The purpose of the tour was to try

.68 0
636 6
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•
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The study tour's itinerary includlarge number of people ·iri suc h a
·ed stops at the North Carolina
small area.
Mutual Life Insurance Company in
He said ''There were shacks,
Durham, N.C., Jackson State·
ou thou ses and people iii every
University in Mississippi, Morehouse
available space.,,
College, Atlanta and Philadelphia .
Before reaching the Howard cam·
They were treated like royalty
pus, the study group had visited the
because it is part of South Africa's
Frederick Douglass home in
propaganda to make the world
Anacostia, met with Congressman
believe that apartheid is not all that
YfEilliam Gray (D-Philadelphia),
bad, he said.
yes on the Prize'' reporter Juan
''Although we were treated like
Williams (Washington Post) and the
royalty and with great respect 1 will
Rev . Jesse Jackson, among others.
never forget what I saw and exThey reported hciving attended
perienced," Phipps said.
black church services in Philadelphia
and walked the streets of Clifto11 Terrace, a low-income neighborhood,
and Anacostia here in the District.
Advertise
Many of the German students were
returning visitors to America, ineluding their guide, Prof. Esslen, ,
1 ,,. 1, 1 •
1
"' •
who spent a year at Howard as a
irt'The Hilltop
graduate student of Afro-American
iut
literature in the mid '70s under the
tutelage of Dr. Arthur P. Davis, proCal I
fessor emeritus at Howard.
At the end of the session, several
Howardites urged their overseas
visitors to make a constructive use of
what they learned on the tour which
\viii end in Atlanta on April 25.
C:J..,,..-io<=='=>•,<==ii"1o'""""'"'""'=='"'"""""'"'"'""""'"'"'o=~~ 8 i\:='"'o'<=='=>o'<=='i;,oc . :io'<=='=>O'""""'"'o><=='==o
o
c;i
a
'''

''This is ho\v the minority keeps
control over the majority, brutal o
strength and gun power,'' Phipps m
said.
..-\Vhen he visite<t the township or •

• THE
+· •~pH 0' ENIx
•

' l

11111

Last Thursday, 27 German
students and professors met in
Founder's Library and spent approximately three hours in the Bernard
Fall Room exchanging views with
Howard students .
The subjects ranged from AfroAmerican Studies as an academic
field, black hlstory and· contem- ...
porary race relations and the problems of cross-racial field research in
African-American communities.
The vi~iting graduate students,
representing the universities of
Munich and Leipzig (East Germany)
and _accompanied by Professors
i<laus Esslen and Harmut Keil, were
i11 the middle of a three-week study
tour.

--

ed all those around her including her
t usband, •• Phipps said.
1
'' ll. is amazing that Mandela was
able (o.come out of jail withoul aity
resentment or vengence. He referred
to h~ jailer as ''old friend." Mandela
said lhat_prayer sustained his faith,''
he said. '-..._
\Vh ile the South African President
F. \\i. de Klerk \Vas on the radio anno'uncing the release of Mandela ,
Phipps and Jackson witnessed police
brutality in Crossroads, a to\vnship
near Capetown.
On their way out of Crossroads,
Phipps said the}' saw a won1an running towards 1l1e road yelling,
'' They're shooting ttie people, tl1ey're
shoot ing the people."
, When Phipps' van stopped, he
jun1ped out and saw five women carrying a man who had been shot by the
South African police during a raid.
Another van pulled up and 12 nlen
jumped out with guns. They bega 11
knocking people do\vn with the ends
of 1heir guns. Then they \.\'ere gone,
he sa id .

r

Hilltop Staff Reporter

'

Facade fails to shield
pastor from apartheid

.

By Tiua Travers

1

T~·o

study
tour
visits
HU
'

)

Graduate students in American Studies examine black experience

•

'

•

Germ~n
.

Howard fails to supporti '
·.. ties with overseas schools
Howard has such linkages with col·
leges in Africa aod the Caribbean including the University of the West
Indies.
'' Howard may not have the level
of consciousness to have linkages
\vork. Faculty, administration and
students could push direct interaction
in these countries," Anderson said.
''It is something that l think every
student should take advantage of. We
(Caribbean students] learn certain
America11 ways to interact with other
people. I think it would be great for
other st udents 10 go and research,"
said Heather Anderson, vice president of the Caribbean Studer1ts
Association .
Bern, on the other ha11d, sa id the
proble111 sten1s from 110 one being
assigned specifically to take advan\age of the li11kages .
·~it takes time, effort and money
10 i111plemen1 a linkage . Tl1e u11iver·
si\,Y has not bee11 \Vi\li11g to assign
a11)'0ne to \vork on i1 a11d put 1l1c
nloney b'ehind it ."
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HOUSING H.ASSLES?!
FED·UP WITH• DORM .LIFE?!
•
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WEE.K ------Apr;1 25, 12:00. Midnight

We~..
CONTINUOUSLY THROUGH

Beginning
•

Friday, April 27, 8:00 pm
Reopens, Sat., April 29, B,OOam to 8:00pm
------- l/JEEK ------Beginning Sunday, April 29, 12:00 Noon

•
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•
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• 24 Hour Stole-O t fh e -Art
Coded Security System
• Secured Reserved Parking
Spoces Avdiloble,
• Pest Control Service

• All Seasvn fi eoting & Coo'1nq
(lndivicjuolly Controlled)
.
• Wall· lo Wall .
t'lush Carpc :11 •')
• D1sh wost1er & [!isp osol

• Check Cashing Sto re
• C lothing·srore

• Oak Cab inets

•

Friday, May 4, 8:00 pm
Reopens: Sat., May 5, 8:00am to 8:00 pm
·'
WEEK
,.-----:1-------'. Beginning Sunday, May 6, 12:00 Noon
'

ll

•

•

CONTINUOUSLY THROUGH

• Ol1 Site Loundr).' Foc1Jit1es

Thursday, May- 10, 12:00 . Mi~night
Reopens, Friday, Ma'Y 11, 8:00am to 5:00pm

• G rea t Views of DC through
Spacious VV1ndo\vs .

•
•

CONTINUOUSLY THROUGH

'
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• !?ec rco t1on RoGm
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MOVE IN NOW AND RECEIVE
FREE GIFTS !!!
(Oller good thru April
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ALSO 3 MONTHS FREE PARKING!!
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ACT NOW • CALl 265·5359
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JQBS!! ·
Summer or Perm11nent

I

\

Available for Health Care Professionals

.J

.

I

I

GRADUATING SENIORS

AND OTHER STUDENTS NOT PLANNING TO RETURN

ii,

NEX T1 FALL - - - IF YOU BORROWED UNDER THE STAFFORD, FORMERLY
!

GUARANTEED STUDEN.T L01\N (GSL) AND/ OR SUPPLEMENTAL LOAN fOR
I

STUDENTS (SL S) ·DU R,ING

ANY

' THE UNIVERSITY;
TERM OF ENROLLMENT AT

YOU ARE REQUIRED BY FEDE RAL LAW lO RECEIME AN EXIT INTERVIEW.

RUN,

Call:

DON'T WALK TO THE BROWSING ROOM OF FOUNDER'S LIBRARY TO

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT.

"
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COMEDIANS . ACTORS

MODELS

I

I

•

I

I

SHOULD KEEP THEIR ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER

CURRENT WITH THE REGISTRAR.

WINDOW
••

RUN, DON'T WALK Tq THE OFFICE OF

9.
I

•
•

•

..

ALL STUDENTS

THE REGISTRAR, JOHN.SON ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, FIRST FLOOR,

Talent USA, a National talent promoter, is
looking for new faces for films, TV Commercials, and catalog work. If you are a talented
performer, and would like to be represented to
casting directors, bring a blank Vi in. VHS video
tape plus $35 registration fee to Lowe's.,L'Enfant Plaza Hotel, Montcom Room, Noon to 10
'p.m. Wednesday, April 18 .
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·1·he Kev . J0hil ~1 \: 11dcnhall, dorm
counselor at Sulton Plaza, refused to
comment or1 the reported incidents.
. According to Lawrence Dawson,
associate director of the Howard
continued from pajte 2
security crime division, students and
adtninistration share a joint respon'
sibility in crime prevention.
plemenled this school year.I
''Administration has the obligation
''So far, we have received no,fun din$ from administratio11, and we. to secure and protect the students and
have only been able to provide the their property in university dorstudent volunteers with badges. We mitories,'' Dawson said .
''However, we have not been askhad hoped' that they would have
ed by housing officials to investigate
remote radios,'' he said.
Although the students' response to th.e macter,'' he added.
William H . Keene, dean of the Ofcombatting the external crime problem has ,been positive, other fice of Residence Life, could not be
students have been plagued with the reached for comment.
Dawson suggested that dormitory
threat of internal crime.
SQ.me Sutton Plaza residents have councils encourage students to utilize
been the victims of theft in their dor- the engraving materials provided by
Howard security to mark their permitory rooms .
~
Teresa Leslie, a junior an - sonal property.
''Students need to mark their perthropology major from New ~York,
reported that her stereo sYstem was sonal items with some type of indellistolen from her loCked dormito,ry ble mark, _and also consider taking
out some personal property inroom.
''The people who broke in had to surance, which is provided by the
have a key bbcause they locked 1he university, so that they can receive
bolt lock on the,door and-you need ·compensation for stolen goods,"
a key in order to lock it from 1he out - Dawson said .
. ''Students also need to become
side,'' Leslie said .
''HU security and Metro police more defense-minded with regards to
said they couldn't do anything theih property. Just because they are
because it was not their responsibili- in ,a collegiate environment, do~s not
ty. The"'re is no security here," she mean that they are exempt from
crime," he added .
' added .

.Theft.

'

•

·Brown
continued from page J
•

•

Brown had disagreeme11ts with the
Cheek administratioli eight years ago
because of t1is claims that the athletic
department , under Carl E. Anderson,
vice president for student affairs, had
eroded.
Brown, along with other Howard
alumni, began questionirig why administration was firing coaches after
winning seasons and why Howard
voted against Proposition 42 while
other black schools voted for it.
Constance Rotan, secretary of the
university and the board of trustees,
said that she ''was not in a position
to comment on the · Brown campaign. '' ' ·
·
Reed V. Tuckson, f0rmer commisiOner of Public Health for the
District of Columbia under the Barry
. Adn:iinistration and a 1973 Ho.ward
graduate, is . an avid supporter of
Brow11's campaign.
''There can be .little question that
Ewart' s points of views have not been
embraced by Howard' s leadership,
which of course gives credence to a

0

I
l>r. Ewart Brown
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''WHAT DID YOU SAY YOU ·
DO FOR A LIVING?''

-

''

Are you a Research or Computer Specialist,
Copywriter, Art Director, Account Executive,
or other Advertising/Communications ,
related professional? If so, we want to .
talk with you.
'
We are Ross Roy, Inc., Michi,g an's largest
independent Advertising .Communications
Agency. Some of our cliehts include: K mart,
.,
La-Z-Boy, Alfa Romeo, Chrysler, Stroh
"products, just to name a few.
-

•

continued from page 1

but better shape," Jenifer said .
He said the areas to be modified
have not been decided upon .
However, he said, classes with low
stude~t enrollment will definitely be
examined and may4:>e rescheduled or
consolidated .with other~ to save
money.
Je)1ifcr stressed that he docs not
plan to eliminate enterprises such asthe hospital, hotel and television station simply because they are not making money .
·
Instead, he said, ''There are many
things that we are doing, although
we're losing money, that have a longrange importance to Howard. And
even though they cost, we should
continue doing them.''
According to Jenifer, the university has gained a great eeal of support from city leaders, members of
Congress and corporation leaders
who want to. help the university
significantly .through ''difficult''
times.
However , Jenifer said the university must first become ''fit'' and
show supporters that Howard is
Prepared to receive help and take on
the challenges that the university has
articulated.
''It's going to take some pruning., l
and pruning we will do,'' Jenifer
said. ''There will be tough actions
taken in a lot of very, very key
areas ..''
Si;>ecifically, the salaries of administrators may be affected by his
plans.
''If they get paid well. extremely
well, such as myself and other people, they're going to learn that they
~ will not be receiving the same kind of
raises they are accustomed to,''
Jenifer said.
Moreover, he added, ''If we have
to incr~ase tuition and studenls have

•
•

1

/

•

to suffer, then those who are assuming administrative positions, including myself, will suffer right along
with them.''
Student reactions to Jenifer's plans
are favorable .
Paula Mitchell, president of the
Caribbean Student Association, said
she feels ''very positive'' about the
meeting she and other international
students had with Jenifer last week.
According to Mitchell, the international students wrote Jenifer a letter
before his arrival to set up a meeting
with him .
''I am very impressed that he made
time to meet with us concerning the
50 percent increase," Mitchell said.
''He listened to our concc!rns and
offered suggestions, and seems quite
willing to work with us in any way he
can.''
Jenifer's plans to help international students include trying to get
an editor:ial in the Washington Post,
and keeping the tuition issue in the
forefront of discussion whenever he
met with people on Capitol Hill, according to Mitchell.
,
Janel Jones,, 1990-91 Homecoming
chairwoman, was one of the studens
invited to lunch with the president
Wednesday . She said he was very
''down to earth'' and had set realistic
goals .
. ''Hels. very on-key," Joae~4.
'''H·e 's no't"'titaking outlandis~6mises knowing that they'r9'no~j'il
to come true,''
She added, ''Dr. Jenifer . is very
willing to incorporate students into
his decisions. He's really excited to be
here and I only hope that excitement
stays with him."
Sereita Cobbs, 1990-91 editor of
the Bison yearbook, was also impressed by Jenifer's ''easy-going''
personality.
1
''Dr. Jenifer has a really good
sen~e of humor and he knows what
needs to be done,'' Cobbs s~id. ''I
think he has a lot of energy that will
transfer over to the students to make
Howard an even more positive environmerlt . ' '

...
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We'll give you a competitive salary based
on your experience, a great benefits
package and a wonderful working
environment'. Send your resume and
salary requirements to:

\

•

$8.00 - $9.00
Riggs National Bank of Washington, D.C. cilrrently has positions
available that offer the following:
• No Nights or Weekends
• Up to 20 Hours Work Week
• Excellent Salary

Teri Miller
~oss Roy, Inc.
.
· 100 Bloomfield Hills Park~ay
Bloomfield Hills, Ml 48013
I

P/T TELLER
(Locations at various branches throughout D.C.)
This position requires customer-service oriented individuals with
good math aptitude to work 2 or 3 full days a week. Some cashhandling experience preferred. We offer a variety of schedules (most

include Mon. or Fri.)
'

SERVICE LINE REPRESENTATIVE
(Downtown at Vermont & L near Metro)
•
This p_psition requires good communication and phone skills to give
infonnl\ion over the phone to customers regarding dcposits~checks,
account balances and loans. We offer a variety of schedules Mon-

Fri between 9:30 a.m. · 4:00 p.m. (some schedules until 6:00 p.m.)
P l - apply at: RIGGS NATIONAL BANK or w ASHINGTON,
D.C;':' Employment Office, 1120 Vermont Ave. N.W., Suite 560,
Washington D.C. 20005
,
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desire for him· not to be ·on the also resulted in the creation of the
board," Tuckson said.
~
current undergraduate trustee
''He is a free thinker with a non- program .
tradition&list approach. Brown is
''We wanted to make Howard a
more intensely involved in improving more 'black' university and we had
the school and tbe duration of his in- problems with certain members of the
tensity has been: most challenging to administration and consequently askothcr alumni as far as their respon- ed for their resignation,'' he said .
sibility to the university. His is an im~rown and qther student protesters
portant voice that should be heard on rallied for a more afro-centric curt he board of trustees,'' ~e added. · riculum in bopeS that the university
Brown sa1a rie remains undaunted could produce graduates who could
by the neg3tive attitudes concerning ""''functiOn in 'societY and be able to
his· possible appointment to the board ~ solve. the problems within our race.••
1
of trustees.
Brown Spake in favor of the 1989
''Howard has played a significaiit Howard student prbtest, which callpart in my life for 26 years,'' he said. eel for the administratiQn to make inlIri the eleclion, Brown faces two provements in financial aid, housing
other alumni for the trustee position and security; and fQr the institution
who include: the Honorable Roland of a graduate program in AfroW. Burris from Illinois, a 1963 American Studies.
graduate, and Corne! L. Moore ftom
''I supported the student's actions
Missouri, a 1964 graduate:
because they Should have input in
In an attempt to publiciz~ his cam- .
fH
paign he has mad~ radio adver- ~~e~i~~pect o
oward University,"
tisements on Howard University's
''At Howard, things tend to deradio station WHUR-FM (~.3) and pend on the personality in leadership
WMMJ-FM (102.3). He has- also and not the students they serve,•• he
mailed literature to alumni.
added .
As HUSA president, Brown led the
According to Brown, his sincere incontrqversial student protest of 1968, terest in the university is prompted his
which resulted in the resignation of decision to become a United States
Howard University President, James citizen on July 17, 1989 for the sole
Nabritt, and the dean of the College purpose of becoming a member of
of Liberal Arts, Frank Snowden. It the board .of ,trustees .

Jenifer
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·original environmentalists
This Sunday \Ve hope more than 200 rnillion
people in n1ore :han 135 countries \viii participate in Earth -Day 1990. Organizers hope
Saturday's rally the National Mall will be the
beginning of a rene\ved e·n vironmental movement which \viii force-~vorld leaders to deal
with growing threats to rne atmosphere, foliage
aniJ waters \vith which man shares this planet.
As Ho,vard students we should 'attempt to
use this even! to educate ourselves on the environmerit and use it as an opportunity to increase ou~ activism on this issue . We should
pay particular attention to ho\V environmental problems affect the African-American
community.
Our African ancestors almost uniformly
developed civilizations \Vhich .exis!ed in harmony with nature, rather than at \Var \Vith it.
They used their technological achieven1ents not
to destroy the natural world, but to enhance it.
Although many African-Americlins consider
the environmental movement l'o be limited 10
rich, white people concerned about the preservation of places most ble.ck people have never

•

eve11 heard of, nlany environmental problems
actually disproportionately affect our
community .
For example, it is estimated that more than
half the black children in America have been
exposed to unsafe levels of lead poisoning.
Lead poisoning is known to cause serious brain
damage in children:
Furthermore, as residents of urban areas, we
.are exposed to much of the worst air and water
pollution in the country. There are serious environmental problems afflicting our communily everyday, yet we remain largely oblivious
to them.
Because of our heritage as this planet's
original environmentalists and the current environmental problems in our communities, we
have an overriding interest in shaping the environmental agenda in this country. Issues
relating lo the environment invariably end in
a question of priorities, and we need to ensure
that our O\vn priorities rank high on the list .
Earlh Day 1990 is an excellent opportunity
to begin sho,ving our concern for our planet.

'
~
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Cheaters lie and steal, · too
Once again the semester is 'vinding do,vn to
close and students are beginning to feel Ihe
stress of term papers and final exams. Unfortunately, too often those who are tormented
by this frustralion turn to the dispicable act
of cheating.
.
All Howard students should be ashamed of
anyon~ who is \Villing 10 sacrifice the integrit)i of n0t only their education, but the integrity of ttle entire university for their own selfish,
short-term gain. Students willing to sink to this
level of sloth should be ostracized by tlie
university_comniunity , particularly their fellow students.
·
1

Professors who are willing to turn their
heads away from this activity shoulJ be equally
' ashamed of themselves . They are vested with
the. responsibility of educating the African0American leaders of the 21st century so it is
critical that they take themselves and their
work seriously .
We should all take heed to W.E .B. DuBois'
call decades ago for the "Talented Tenth" of
the African-American community to educate
themselves for responsible and dedicaled

a

leadership to the masses of their people. His
call is as relevant today as it was then. But
how can the so-called "Talented Tenth" provide leadership for even themselves, much less
the masses, when they are cheating their way
through college? Those who engage in cheating
make a mockery out of DuBois, all that he
stood for and all that our people have stood
for.
Too often we become forgetful here at
Howard that this opportunity to gain an
education has been won with the sweat and
blood f the masses of our people. We have a
responsibility to all of those not fortunate
enough to attend college.
As we head into these final and hardest days
of the semester, as the temperatures continue
to climb and the parties get more plentiful, let's
remember that many have struggled and died
to give us the opportunity to gain a college
education.' Every hour spent buried in our
books should be considered homage to the
struggles of -those who came before us.
Cheating is only a euphemism for stealing.
Each person who partakes of it brings
dishonor upon us all.
•

'

Help .·mold black yquths
'
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Today the Offices of Career Planning and
Placement of HowatCI University and the
District.of Columbia are holding their 8th Annual Educational Recruitment Day.
The organizers of the event are call ing on
students to enter the field of education and
"help prepare our youth .to meet the challenges
of the 21st century."
It is an unquestionable fact that there is an
increasing dirth of African-American
educators. Just look around you"'-how many
of your friends,_the best and brightest of our
community are planning careers in education.
At every level of the educational system,
from elementary school to graduate school,
there are fewer and fewer African-Americans
dedicating themselves to our future-the
youth.
.
Instead we are caught in a pattern of selfish
materialism and most of us are concerned little about the development of young black
minds. ,
We commend those among us who have
opted to prepare for a career in education, particularly those who are majoring in math and
science, fields which are far more financially
lucrative in the industrial sector. These
students have put substance behind the rhetoric'

•

•
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HU's Special Police
causing a ruckus!
Dear Editor,
.
I am writing you because of my sheer
disgust for the way Howard
''Special'' Police behaved in the incident in front of the Quad this past
Friday night.
Two of my friends were arrested
for unlawful entry because it was
. ~fter

•

j '

•

Letters to the Editor

l,\ 0 R;fJllfk. First of all, they

were unaware of the rule because they
rare\t enter the building and when

thtyab they go straight to the phone

boot h .to' call me .
Secondly, they had to haveCntered
be hin~ some girls who let them in or
1hey got ''buzzed'' in because they
don't have a key and the lock was not
busted.
The reason I am writing is to ask
•what is so special about our
''Special' ' police, except that they are
never around when you really need
them. J want to know where they
were ju'st earlier this week when the
ladies of Bald'fin Hall was scared
because some fool was outside
shooting, where were they just before
spring break when some pervert was
taking off bis underwear to the sound
of ''Whip Appeal'' (at 4 a.m.), or
where were they when some guy was
being beaten half to death right in
front of our dqor?
I happen to 1know that they were
notified ori. every occasion and even
st ill, they were more than late on the
scene, they wer~n't even on the scene.
My friend who called me from the
lobby said something about police
trying to arrest them . By the time I
got downstairs, five minu.tes later,
they were outside, one on the ground
with a knee in his back, and the other
was was in an arm Jock .
Be mindful that they were alre~dy
back outside by the time the police
officers arrived on the scene. When
the officer asked me if I knew them,
I informed him that they were
unaware of the '' 11 o'clock rule'' and
that I would vouch for them . It
wasn't as if they were some drunk
peopre just trying to get into the

Quad ..

~

.

One of my friends asked me to
remove his jewelry so it wouldn't get
taken, he was in the arm lock, and
the police started yanking him
around so I couldn 1t get to him .
My friend yanked back and the officer hit his head on the pavement. At
that point I started yelling and cursing at them along with half of

of dedication to the upliftment · of the
community.
If we don't take responsibility for the educa-·
tion of our children, for giving -them the
knowledge they will most certainly need to be
productive members of our community, who
will? Are we to rely on white America to pro- Baldwin Hall because he had his knee
perly and adequately educate black children? on my friend's chest and his arm on
For those of you who say that you would his neck.
friend started yelling, ''Get of
love to teach, but there is just no money in it, myMy
neck! Get off my neck!'' The ofxou must realize that there is more to life than ficer said, ''Get off your neck?,''
material things. To shape the minds of those then wrapped his hands around his
in school today, is to shape the reality of the
future. This can provide infinitely more fulfillment and satisfaction than a BMW or I\ large
house in the suburbs.
For those who can't envision themselves
The Hilltop welcomes
spending •their · entire life in the classroom,
your views on any public
; there a<e still plentiful opportunities to niake
i'ssues. · .
' a difference in education. For example, Teach
"'~ We routinely eondense
for America is currently recruiting students
lette~for space. We also
from all majors to teach for two years in innercorrect errors ofstyle, spe//city or rural school districts.
i ng and punctuation.
We encourage all students to seriously conWe publish only
sider the dedicating at least some part of their
original, factual material
life to the education of our youth. This ·can
addressed to us.
be a deeper way to contribute to the betterment
of our community.

throat. I started to panic, ·I thought
he was going to kill him . I found it
vital that I get involved physically and
I pulled on his arms until he at last
lei go of his throat.
In the meantime, the guy on the
grass was struggling with the other
Officer tryin~ to get up so that he
could help his friend, who now had
a busted lip .
As I was screaming out about this
unjust treatment, one of the officers
told me that I didn' t know what I was
\a),kin,g aq,9ut because1they were in'vQlved·In the incident with that 300zx
driving across the· yard.
My friend 'were driving one (and I
might add that they had left the keys
in the car, which says how long they
planned on staying in the building).
I then informed the officer that if he
had noted correctly, he would have
made the same observation that I did;
the car in the photo in las·t week's
Hilltop had a dent in the front left
corner and their's didn't . Was that
the reason they were treated so
brutally? Mistaken identity?
The whole thing made me sick to
my stomach. My friends ended up
spending the night in jail for no
reason and the one on the grass, who
is about 5'6'' and no more than 140
pounds, ended up with a black eye.
I hope our ''Special'' police feel
like big, strong men now. In
everything I've seen' this year, our
police have been making the wrong
JUdgment calls; just like when the
basketball game got blown out of
proportion, when they called the

D.C. police department.

Why have them if everytime
something happens it gets escalated
into something it's not? Aren't they
creating half of the problem?
My friends made an innocent
mistake, yet they were tried and convicted without all the facts being
known . They were arrested for
unlawful entry and resisting arrest
and banned from the area.
If you had been in the same situation, what would you have done? We
can't allow things like this to continue. If they were going to take them
to jail, which was unnecessary, they

Trying to do my
job correctly
Dear Editor,
As president of Drew Hall. I felt
compelled to respond to the letter
written by Mr. Rick Flaire 1 member of the Howard Plaza Towers Battle ·
of the Dorms team.

I cannot fully respond on behalf of

Ron Harris, but please allow me to
take full responsibility for responding

on behalf of myself and Drew Hall.

As I uri't:lerstood it, the reason why
the team from the Towers could not
compete in some events is because
they arrived after the events had
oc~ured.

The rules for the volleyball tournament were worked out by Ron Harris and the other referees from Sutton and The Quad before the tournament began .
The reason why the team from the
Towers had no say-so in the tournament rules is because they were not
there to voice any say-so in the first
place.
The volleyball tournament was a
very intense and hard fought affair
in which Drew Hall came out on top.
The t.e am from t-he Towers arrived
after the tournament and wanted to
play for the championship without
playing the other teams.
'
All dorm teams questioned their
desires. Drew Hall was willing to play
the team from the Towers for fun,
but the tournament was over, as indicated by the referees.
The decisions made by Ron Harris and the other referees were not out
of spite toward the Howard Plaza
Towers, but in direct interest of
upholding the rules .
On a personal note, I am a very
passionate and intensely competitive
individual when it comes to team

competition. I fight very hard for my

ieam and expect the same from my
teammates.
Since Drew Hall had not placed in
Battle of the Dorms in five years, our
team was committed to making Drew
Hall's mark .
Mr. Flaire, please don't misintershould have just slap.JlCd on the cuffs pret my passion, intensity and comand put them in the car.
petitive spirit for boisterousness or
When the secorid of Howard cockiness. I personally think words
''Special'' Police arrived O!l the . such as boisterousness and cockiness
scene, they started yanking them up · have no place in team competition,
anq tossing them around (I say "toss- politics or any setting dealing with
ing'' because they are both small people.
men),frend even threatened to arrest
It is up to the Howard students and
me beCause I called them everything priorities to elect people to represent
l coul1d think of.
Howard as a group. Regardless, if
My friend could have gotten a con- they will elect me in future elections
cussion and all for something that by or not, I will continue to be intense,
no means deservqi that type of competitive and passionate about any
punishment.
group I represent or am associated
with!

Carma G, Henning

Baldwin Hall

Christopher Coleman
_ Drew Hall President

Letters guide

I
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We do not publish
poetry or open letters.
Faculty and administrators are encouraged to write and share their .
ideas and innovations.
Letters, as well as commentaries, must be typed
and signed, complete with
full address and telephone
number.

"The opinions eXfJl'l!SSl!d
on the Editorial Page of
The Hilltop do not
necessarily reflect the opinions ofHoWard University, its administration, the
Hilltop Board or the student body."
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The rich get richer
The "Third World" is a conpmative to belp reblllld the countries
dcnsccnding designation ooiiwl in the
whose fowud proareulon was
', West to dcocribe over I'° counlric:s
thrwartcd by tbeir exploitative
·:.. covering four continents. These
apeditit,I••. ·
·
countries house over 3 bllioo people
ibeb -1..id _.....of funnel.
with an average per aopiia income of
ina a few or the- Clollan they have
$800 a year, which is Sl7,000 less
llolea b··t to the v'.c11t ired coe•
than the averqe per capital income
tries hal fag I miwrallly. Thole
in the Unltcd States. (
'
,
.
a IJllllfer of
' ' ""' ' M.~;i!f:attc quarter of tM P<9.- •1
la 11 .. 11 I I so«!<, '.,jjl~,ii);t)\i!~rl•.'1'1d~'ri'
""1aadU..11a1pof
'- Below: fbe , 8,bsOlute J)Olet:lf bite.
Orll n d=a, matket
Forty-five percent of the wnn
llC co•,
equilllblc debt
dwell~ aod 85 percent of the rural
r11cb1*.U• p!PDL
dweller~ livewitbout~-U'

When the underdeveloped nations
subaµttcd such a proposal to the
United Nations in December of 1974,
in kccplq with Western arropru:e,
' the U.S. turned a deaf car to the Idea.

tion fadllitlcs.
Thcae conditions culminate In the
dcathsof30,000peopleperdaJ. Tllo
average lifwxpecteney is b el1>w SO
years, and the infaot mortallsy rate
is expected to be four tlrnea tha! of
the U.S. by the ,.., 2000.

This action, or inaction, on the part
of the United States served to
manifest the Western world's intention to perpetuate the center to
periphery, mastet to slave relationsbip from which the derive amit
bcaeflts.

Since the end of WWII, 18 mm; X1
people have pa ilho din Thin! World
wars, aJICI over .CO wars are in effect
today in these countrid. The
aforestated
conditions
were

I oubmit to the Western capitalist
nationa in general, and America in
perliclolar, that the system ypur
hands have wrouaht has the seeds of
Its own Mslruction ~bodied within
it. The Crca•or is on the side of the
<>PPI' 11ed land their liberation is inevitable. Your empire will fall as did
the powerful ~ncs prcceediq it.
As far as thrc 20th century Uncle
Toms who f,ride lhemsel\'IS in asscrtina.. t•tbit s a white man's world,''
you will soon come to see the folly
aad fallacy of your thin kin&. I invite
you to pursue you falnchrartcd
~.of sbarii1s in !Jie IU a<Mten
1'17 I of yotll' opp& [ J'Oft, such 8
belnyal will not JO unpmi•bcd.

procipatcd by a comblnelion of CAternal and internal flC'OIS.
,
The external cau :s ll'e rooted in
the centuries of coldni•1' 1 •. im·
pcrialism, eaploit••iol' ad 11 2•1 to
which tbe11 counttia were
by the Eui'Opean )>OWms. The ill.-•
nal caUBCS are to be found In Ille__
fupt governments, iota 1W'dne fe?J II,

••+Jee:•

cultural intramic 1nee

bas no systemic dimensions .
This c;ontention confirms the old
~uim that stupidity well-packaged
can sound lie wisdom. The truth of
the matter is that the present International Economic Order was
qi•M"cred by Europeans for the
benefit of the same, at a time when
Third World nations were under their
feet. II follows that ouy recoociliation
of the tremendous disparity bet Ween
the rich and poor deJ9ands rcstru<:turina of the International Economic
Order.

ad"'•• l•out

economic p1,.a:n:a!~n~1~.m~pcd
Althouah undudorlelopcd DllWI
arc cbarl<leriMd by abjel:t _fO"ldJ:and suftcrina. jMi ,, nkellyt tM

ovcrwbclmlna ~ty or Ille
wotld't Bltural aad ~I 3 C• I I
are found la 1•1• ......_
The seven P'Olt
I I trJ·''W
counlric:s In the world would 'rirtlutlly collapoe ovcrnlaht in the ab 11 Ece
of tbele resources. It followo 1'al
these countries have a moral ImIn

Mauris L. Emeka

'17le wrlrer ts a stnior in the School of

IJNsina.s.

Recently, it has been brought to my attention
~ that Howard University is see king to have the
various vendors, who furnish essential services
to the student body, removed from the premises
of the campus.
Clearly, this unfathomable act cannot proceed
unquestioned . •Thus, it is through this commentary that I hope to unearth this potential dilem- •
na and solicit support for the vendors concerning this issue before it is too late.
At the o utset, . before I commence with the
substance of my commentary, I wou ld like to
elucidate that I rarely, if ever, seem to find the
ti~e to v.oice my support or opposition concerning an issue.
Like numerous stud.eats the rigors of study
and the necessity of rhaintaining employment
allots little time for anything else. Nevertheless~
after initially remaining sileot on the issue I
found I could no longer maintain my silence, for
invariably, there comes a time when silen 1s
betrayal.
In examination of the issue, there immediate·
ly crystallizes several critical reasons ~by I
possess an"irrefutable obligation to bring tfie vendor issue into the field of my moral v~iQn.
Initially, vendors furnish indispensabft? services to the student body, faculty and staff in
primarily two vital areas~ consumables and
merchandise .
In the area of consumables, vendor services
contain critical components that are pivotal in
effectively contering time contraints that are inherent within a university : expediency, easy accessibility and sensible cost.
In the area of merchandise, vendor services
enhance the intellectual and spiriJual life of the
campus.
In futher examination of the issue, I am mindful of the fa~t that there are those who claim that
the presencd of the vendor$ gives the campus an
unfavorable image and channel revenue away
from those enterprise that are provided by the
university .
How can the merchants damage the universi.~ ty's image? Aren't they scintillating models of
self-determination and entrepeneurship?
Furthermore, does Howard's image no longer
portray self-sufficiency and achievement? And
finally, don't the vendors infuse students with
the inspiration to think in terms of starting their
own enterprises, especially in the mid st of affirmative action.
Merchants may channel revenue away from
those enterprises that are furnished by th;.~ver
sity such as the Punch Out and the cafeteria.
However, does not Howard preach the gospel of
free enterprise? Doesn't vigorous and healthy
competition compel the university to enhance the
c'aliber of its services?
. In the final analysis, the innate wisdom of the
words uttered in 1871 by Ralph Waldo Emerson
eterna11y remind us, ''If a man can write a better book, or preach a better sermon, or make a
better mouse trap than his neighbor, even if he
builds his house in the woods the world will make
a beaten pat-h to his door .''
In conclusion, I am cognizant of the fact that
the uniVersity contains a silent majority of people o[. goodwill and conscience whose voices
presently stilled only because of crippling time
constraints.
,
Thus, in collaboration with them, I make this
passionate plea to the administration to cease and
desist with all deliberate speed from their pending, unjustified and unethical co urse of action
agai nst the vendors.
And lastly, to those people who conjecture
that the merchant -issue does not personally affec t them, and thus, do not feel obligated to
speak out concerning this issue, I conclude with
this forewarning uttered by John Donne years
ago:
''No man is an island, entire of itself; every
man is a piece of the Continent, a part of the
main . .. any man's death diminishes me, because
I am involved in Mankind; And therefore never
send to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for
thee ."

hi~h

school.

In fact, there are more black
males in jails, prisons and ,
unemployed in the age group of 17
to 25 than there are in schools of
any kind .
Also, by statistical measurement
the income of African-Americans
has fallen significantly as compared to the larger population.
There are lots of individual success stories, but in truth there is a
serious break in the gs.th of
African-American progrds . The
symptoms of a deep underlying

"

'
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problem are clearly visible.
· · Too often· we look outside
I5rug use, teen pregnancy, fami- · Ourselves for the causes and soluly breakdown and -Our obsession " tions to· problems we face. Some
for material goods-all these are problems may well be outside, but
mere symptoms of a deeper pro- ·-. the basis for their solutions is
blem. Libraries are filled \vith within us.
research reports and publications
People basically do what they
describing in detail these and other do either because of having decidproblems
faced
by
our ed to do it o r merely because of
communities.
allowing their behavior and cirTo deal with the underlying cuinstances tfj remain unchanged.
causes, I believe we absolutely
If, for instance, I say ''I can't
must address the subject of self- help myself, '' then I am choosing
responsibility and self-reliance. It co be helpll!SS.
·
may require a change in our way
If l..say '' I cannot innuence my
of th inking, because it's not situation for the better," then I am
enough_anymore to merely protest choosing to remain a victim o.f
the actions of others.
circumstances.
We must go a step further and
It behooves me therefore, to be
take complete responsibility for j self-responsible and to orient my
our own actions .
,_ consciousness so that I choose acWe should seriously question tions that bring satisfacto r y
the liberal p'hilosophy that the re'sults.
-·
solutions to our problems resets
We must adopt the thinking that
with bigger government programs, at some level we each have the inmore consullants, studies, etc. It's hereat capability to inflllence our
time we stress the idea that each lives for the better. If, for incan ass1;1me responsiblity for his or stunce, you know cigaretJe smok.her actions .
ing is bad for your health, t~en

don't blame the cigarette comMasire making the following statepanies and their Madison A venue
ment: ''We (the people of Africa)
advertisements for somethin$ you
have graduated from the state of
can fix by simply not smoking.
blaming our condition on col· It's easy, but in the long run, it's
onialists to taking positive inunrewarding to blame others for
itiatives on our own behalf.''
situations we could correct. We
Botswana today has perhaps the
commonly assign the blame for
most s uccessfuJ economy in
whatever goes wrong o n
southern Africa and it's Africa's
somebody else-that is, on the
only country that has had .ininterteaches-, the parent, the racist atrupted democracy since its
titudes of others, our spouse, the
independence.
boss, the tailgating motorist, or
Also, Nigeria has started queswhomever.
tioning the advisability of continuWe are encouraged in the
ing to follow the post-colonial exAfrican-American community to
perience of looking to the West for
,believe that the sources of both
guidance and blaming. the West
o ur · problems and our salvation
forrwhat is wrong.
l~y outside ourselves. ·
,J
In these times 1 believe we are
I But if there is one eternal truth ·i all touched in varying degrees by
that persons like Malcolm X and
a higher C<UJSCiousness that makes
Elijah Muhammad left us, it is
us more - self-reliant and self1 ~:1:ues~~odfo~o;e~~f and indeed responsible. Think on th ese
thoughts, and go forwafd with a
'"' f\.fqicans from Nigeria to
measure of added confidence.
Botswana to Zimbabwe and Zambia are also realizing this. We
"The author is a free lance writer /iv·
know this is true when we find the
ing with his family near Tacoma,
leader of Botswana, President
Washington.
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Black America made considerable political and ecdnomic
gains during the.'60s and '70s. But
in recent years, we have witnessed
particularly hard times especially
among the youth..
:
If you're African-American and
under the age of 24, you're far
more 'likely t9 live in poverty than
20 years ago.
As compared to the '60s and
'70s, \ approximately one-third
fewer African-Americans now attend any kind of school .beyond

"

The writer is a student in the College of Liberal
Arts.

Developing positive · influences in our lives
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The writer is an exchange student from
Switzerland.
'
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sent struggle for freedom here in the U.S. constitutes the indisputable failure on the part of the
Western mentality to reduce human beings to the
status of disposable objects.
Imagine U.S. society having succeeded in their
ert'terprise to brainwash you of all remnants of
intrinsic personality, imagine you conforming to
the role they had ascribed to you. What an appalling confirmation of the Western conception
of life you would then have embodied!
Most fortunately you are alive, more determined than ever to achieve freedom as a group.
You are the living evidence that the Western conception of reality, far from constituting the
ultimate viewpoint, has to drastically reassessed
for Western societies to survive.
The challenge is set. Will they be able to face
it1 .I-don't know, but what I am convinced of
is that the answers are here at hand. By your survival, you testify to the existence of answers, you
embody them .
.
Through a paradoxical-though recurrenttwist of human history, the future of a huge
socio-political empire will depend on ethe its
readiness and willingness to listen to the words
of these people that have never been. truly con- ·
sidered worthy of attention .
Thank you Afro-American people. Continue
the struggle . Those who can see know that the
wind blows with you.

.
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Yes, today 1 hope. 1 hope because your pre-

•

a

I

•

Who is in a better position than the AfroAmerican people to point at these social,
political, economic and philosophi~al ills that
gnaw the Western world from the inside and may
end up causing its disintegration?
'
I was dimly aware of the answer when I
selected Howard University as my place of study
one year ago. Today, I am convinced that you,
the Afro-American people, who daily struggle to
reject the yoke of Western ab_solutism, represent
..:· the voice of the Western world must listen to, ,,,
not only because of what you have endured on
' this continent, but first and foremost because
you are alive today, alive with the energy abovedescribed, a formidable energy that frightens
those whose society has attempted to crush you.
How is that you, the oppressed, manifest a
vitality that your oppressors precisely lack? And
then what are the implications for the Western
world.?

-

!HE LE. FT ••

~ · ,..r------"--~__,..

Thank you Afro-American
people. Continue the struggle. Those who can see
'know that the wind blows
with you.
.

•

ALRJ~HT , A LITT'LE

As we reach the end of this academic.year, I
want to thank you, the African-American
students of Howard University; thank you for
an experience that leaves me filled with enthusiasm, ...determination and hope.
Yes I am enthusi~tic because I have been surround~ fOr one year by a' people who radiate
energy and vitality.
This life force-I felt it from the very beginning of my hours of each day when giving ''highfives'' on my way to school'in the early morning to the early hours of the following day when
the last chords of music and peals of laughter
would resound in hallways of Drew Hall.
In between I would experience your vigor in
the ball games we had in the gym, during the
heated discussions in our Afro-American
philosophy classes or in the un~que !flUSical activities offered by Howard Un1vers1ty.
In this respect, the most telling experience I
had was the concert given by the Residence Hall
Ch.air on April 9.
More clearly than any other cultural event, this
concert manifested to me the physical and
spiritual magic your unique s.oul could work on
human beings.
Of course, these marvelous expressions bf you
cultural identity don't make me forget the
glooiny realities of African-American life here
in the U.S. However, even in the behaviors of
those of your "P,rothers and sisters that have
chosen, or hav,e been forced into a lifC of open
war with society I have felt the stark ~resolution
to be the master of their own destiny, may death
sanction their choice.
Yes, I am determined; determined to devote
my renewed energies to the task of helping people open their eyes, their mind and their heart
to theSe captivating aspects of reality they fail
to see because of the unquestioned stereoi.ypes
that block their way toward self-awareness and
self-determination.
.
It is here at Howard University that the
acuteness of the problem appeared to me in all
· its gravity-and that is no wonder. As matter of
fact, what more convincing experience about the
revolting incoherencies of Western mentality
could I have made than spending one year am6ng
a people who ha_ve· re<:eived for four centuries the
full blast of wild and frenzied Western .will to
power.

•

No more HU
vendors?
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Teacher brings her dream to life

Reported measles cases-December 1989

By Lisa Ahderson
Hilltop Starf Reporter
'

Dr . Beatrice Adde"rley-Kelly has
come a long way from her childhood
home in Boynton Beach, Fla. But a
drive for a profession in medicir.e has
brought lier to her present borne in
Lanham, Md. and her duties here at
Howard University.
Adderley-Kelly, chairwoman o f
the Lower Division and Junie~
Studies of Howard University's Coli

•

•

lege of Nursing, is also a
•

0

•

I

0

181111 CASES REPORTED

NO REPORTED CASES

Because of a n,otionwide spread of measles, Howard Universitj, in conjunctio!'I ~ith the American College
Heotth A.ss~iotion's requirments, all students under the age of 25 must show proof of having two measles

...

shots before registering for the 1990-91 ococlemlc year.
According to Student Health Center administratOll, if the student hos not hod the required-immunizations
they will no,t be able to attend classes. ''A.void the foll rush," get your second shot April 25th from 10 o.m.
to 2 p.m. in the Armour J. Blackbum Center free of charge.
'
•

•

Douching can lead to health hazzards
By Yvonne Judice
Hillto p Staff Reporter

•

over a four-year period at the Harborview Medical Center in Seattle
from June 1983 through November

from the vagina that helps defend the
pelvic area against dangerous
o·rganisms .

full · tim~

mother and wife .
She is married and has three stepchildren, ages 20, 23 and 25.
·
While siting in her medium-sized
office surrounded by fuschicf chairs,
several awards, a pile lof telephone
me~sages, a computer terminal aod
several nursing books, AdderleyKelly relayed . her biography.
Born to Cecil and Liliari ~dderley,
she is the rriiddle cbild of seven .
Adderley.Kelly ahended Florid~
public schools, where she remained
on the honor roll.
'' I read a lot as a child. I was the
valedictorian of my high school class
and, believe it or not, I_played sports
in junior high and high school."
In her formative years, AdderleyKelly had the desire to become a doctor; however, she had to change her
career goals.
Her parents were not rich and were
unable to send her to college for eight
years and her younger ,siblings also.
Thus, she decided to beCome a nurse.
There has not been a day that she
has regretted that decision, according

1987.
Douching can also force vaginal
who doJ.!che frequently are
The findings revealed that women organisms into the uterus where they
placing themselves a1 a risk for Pelvic
to Adderly-Kelly. "I'm glad l made
lnnan1matory Disease, according to who douche three or more tim'es per can start infections.
month were 3.6 times more likely to
Those women who use commercial it,'' she exclaimed. ''There's so much
a study pub lished in the April iss ue
to explore '1n nursi~g . "
of the Journal of the Medical contract the disease than those whh solutions, rather than home-made
Adderley-Kelly v.;as determined to
douche less than once per month. . solution.S of water and vinegar, were
Association .
Many women in the United States also at a higher risk of contracting re"ach her goal. After graduating
PIO is an infeCtion of the fallopian
from high school, she went to North
douche regularly for non-medicinal PID .
tubes and the uterus, which can cause
reasons such as for routine hygiene
According to the study, commer- Carolina A&T where she received he11
sev~r~ pain, tubal pregnancy and
~r for clean sing after sexual
cial douches are more apt to kill the undergraduate degree in·, nursing . •
1
ster1l1ty.
.
She earned her master's degree
intercourse.
·
bacteria necessary to protect the
· from the University of Maryland in
It is often found in women who
However, the study states, ''NO pelvic region.
have a number of sexual partners, a
good ' study has demonstrated that
The bod y will cleanse itself, Baltimore County and her doctorate
hi story qf -sexually transmitted
regular douching is advantageous and therefore, doctors warn women not
diseases and other demographic risk
the effects of douching on the genital to 'over do uche .• The study confactors .
~act are largely unknown ."
eludes that PIO can cause an adverse
The study published consisted of
The researchers for the study effect resulting from vaginal
'''omen with clinica"\-signs and symppothesized that douching con- douching.
toms Of PIO . The women were tested
tributes to PIO by removing bacteria
'
/
r~'''"-'''"-'"-~l~l!§lttrrr.'"IJlltli!l""llE!'NI ,"fJZ,.Jlul 11111!111\~omen
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Dr. Beatrice Adderley-Kelly strives to reach goals In her nursing career.

-

degree from Howard University .
and sophomore students in the Col- ~·
The transition from home to col· legC of Nursing .
Iege was a difficult one and had an
''Dr. Kelly was an efficient and efeffect on her grades. ''After my fective instructor. She really got t~e
freshman year at A&T, my grades students involved in the classroom. It
weren 't as good as they had 1been was pretty interesting because of her
before,'' Adderley-Kelley said with a teaching method,'' said Bertina
smile.
·
Anderson, alumna of the College of
However, she had a strong will to Nursing.
become a nurse and eventually
In addition to her teaching and ad.i
graduated cum laude.
ministrative duties, Adderley-Kelly
The next slop toward a successful works one or two days per¥DOnth iQ
career in nursing was Philadelphia. Howar8 University Hospita1 .
Philadelphia Hospita1, according to
''N u'r sing
techniques
and
Adderley-Kelly, was where she learn- technology. are constantly changing,
ed a lot about nursing .
and there 1s so much to explore in .
''That's where I learned to ,be a nursing . You need to be out there in
good nurse , and I mean good, " she the field in order to explore it,'' she
·said .
said .
l
While in Philadelphia, Howard · Although she has a full-time job at
University recruited her as an instruc- the College of Nursing and at.home
tor in 1971 for the then new College as for the future she wants to spend.
of Nursing and she has been at more time in research.
Howard ever since.
'' Right now, I want to $Cl more in·
Howard' s College of Nursing saw volved in a research proJect dealing
its first graduating class in 1973 . ''I with how students learn,'' she said.
have touched every graduate of this
In order for her to perform more
school," she said proudly .
research, Adderley-Kelley would
Since then, she has been promo1ed have to devote less time to teaching,
several times . For the last two years something she loves, and more time
she has been the overseer of freshman out in 't he field.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Advertise in The Hilltop's Graduation Issue

FD A assigns
distinctions
for tampons
•

Special 10 the Hilltop

I

Since "l:en does

~

I

•

toms of TSS such as sudden high
fever, vomiting, dizziness, a rash that
looks like sunburn; and instructing ·
women to seek immediate medical atteniion if symPtoms appear during or
just after menstruation.
The package must also provide
statistics on the incidence of TSS and
advlse women to select the lowest absorbency tampon to meet their
menstrual flow needs in addition to
alternating tampons with sanitary
pads to further reduce the risk of

•

TSS.

1

~

llere's how it works; Give us about two days a
m<>11th plus t.,.,'O ....-eeks a year_ You'll be eligible
(or up to $5.000 in education-assistance with

~

(

~

tional S2.000 enlistment bonus. During the
course of your enl istment you 'll also pull
dow11 a mi11imum Sll .OOOin DISTRICT OF
salary.
COLUMBIA ..~
Stt? lWo arld two equals
as much as S18,000. And
there's much more. too. Discover America's most exciting
part·t1me job. _Call

~
~
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The National Institutes of
Health is hiring!
'
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Loeation: Large te11t on ltockville
Pike near the Medical
•
Center Metro Stop.
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VarioL1s-1)osit!ons arc available in tl1e trades, clerical,
ad111inistrativc, scientific, 11L1rsing a11d profcssio11al fields.

Bring your resume or Application for
Federal Employment (SF-~71) and get
"rhired on the spot!
For ti1rtl1cr i11for111atio11, call 496-0471.
9000 ltcickvillc l'ike
Bctl1escia, M;1ryla11d 20892

1•,,r n1<1re i11ro1·rw·W;n call 726--0444 or 726--0442

Nil-I is an l\qual Opp<irtunity En1pl<>ycr
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equal $18,000?
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Because of the various hazzards
lssociated with tampon use, the Food
ind Drug Administration is requiring
<nanufacturers to label all tampons
for marketing wilh standardized
terms, beginning March I , 1990.
The standardized terms are ,'junior
absorbency,'' ''regular absorbency,''
' 'super absorbency," or ''super-plus
absorbenCy. ''
Before t.he Mar.c h 1 order, absorbency information appearing on
tampon
packages
was
not
-standardized.
For exa mpl e, one brand 's
' 'regular '' absorbency might have
been more absorbant than another
I brand's ''super ," making it difficult
for consumers to make comparisons
among brands.
1The label change is important
because,tampon use is associated with
Toxic Shock Syndrome, a rare and
sometimes fatal disease. Theo risk of
contracting TSS increases with the
use of high absorbency tampons.
The syndrome usually affects I
menstruating women under the age
of 30 (particularly those between the
ages of 15 and 19) who use tampons.
The FDA estimates that one to 17
in 100,000 menstruating women
develop TSS each year and approximately ,5 percent of TSS
cases are
1 1
fata l.
By standaidizing the labeling terms
and the absorbency ranges they represent, women will be able to compare
the different brands and styles.
This will enable them to choose the
lowest absorbency to meet their needs
a11d thereby reduce their risk of contracting TSS.
The outside of the tampon package
must prominently display and include
the absorbency term; an explanation
of the absorbency range; and a
description of how to compare tampon absorbencies when selecting the
Jevel needed to control menstrual
flow.
Further information must appear
on either the outside package or the
package insert describing the symp-
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Sports Digest

awards banquet
honors Howard athletes
The following student-athletes

were selected most valuable performers in their respective sports
during the annual Howard University Athletic Awards Banquet held
in the Blac kburn Center
Auditorium April 17th .:
- Martin Gooden (Wrestling)

'" ~ Lions devour
DW III in
intramural finals

- Willie ·Johnson and David
Steward (Football-Defense)
-Gary Mossop and Cedric Rawls
(Football-Special Teams)

- Martin Huckaby and Tyrone
Powell (Men' s Basketball) •

- Shaka Hislop and Peter Isaacs
(Soccer)
·
- Kar en Wilkin s (\V e rnen 's , - Michelle Felder (Women' s
Track)
Basketball)
- Micl1ael
Hou ston
and - Jeff Dallas (Men' s Track)
Christopher Gayle (Swimn1ing) 1 - Oral Pottinger (Men 's Tennis)
- Slephanie Johnson (Women' s
- Marie Romulus (Vo lleyball)
- Jam es
<i aroeter Tennis)
- Cluey Hargrove (Ba ~ball)
(Foot ball-Offense)"

"
pholo by Keilh Leadbetter

Howanl's Michelle Felder executed one of the finest lndiYiduol p~rfw111oncn in the 15th Annual Howard Relays
ending with first place finishes in the 400-metet'I and running a leg an three winning relay teams.

Bison set pace for spring relays
Howard's Camille Hendrix opens day with record-setting run
'

•

By Darren M. Norman
and Donna T. Lee
Hilltop Staff 'Reporters

•
After all the preparation was over ,
the pre-race jitters had subsided, and
the dust settled, Howard's Gamille
Hendrix had won the opening 400 Intermediate Hurdles at the 15th Annual Howard Relays, Saturday in the
William H . Greene Stadium .

pholo b)' Jamts Boldtn

Swim coach Eric Howa.rd praises his and other athletes at the
annual sports award banquet held in Blackburn Tuesday.
'
•

I.

.

What will your favori te senior lea ve you? Find out by reading The
1 Lost Wills section 1n the sp eci al /,)o y 12th edition of The Hilltop. Send
yours today. $1 for every 10 w ords.

•

•

's

Her time of I :01 .4 erased the meel
. record set in last year 's event by 1.3
seconds.
Though Hendrix may beg to differ,
the days most outstanding individual
performer was last week's Athlete of
the Week, Michelle Felder. Felder
captured three fir st place honors.

e
a •'

I

0

The other meihbers of the ~print
medley team are Holli Walker,
Adrienne Ferguson and Muhammida
El Muhajir . The 4x400-metCr teammates are Suzie Tanefo, Walker and
Ferguson.
Ferguson just missed acquiring
another first place in the 100-meters,
coming iq one-tenth of a second
behind the first place finisher with the
1ime of 12 .0.
The only other Lady Bison to place
were 4x200-meter relay team, who
captured second ~ith a time of
1:36.8, and shot-putter Lola Lockett ,
third with a throw of 36' 7 'h '' :
Even though they gave a
courageous effort, Howard's mens
team did nqt capture any first"place
finishes. However, the Bison earned
cond in six separate events.
The second place finishers were
oward's 4x800-meter, 4x100. rri'eter
·a nd 4x200-meter relay teams with
times of 7:58.6, 42.0 and 1 1 1~~6.0,
respectively; shot-putter Ron Smith
with the throw of 44' 3''; pole-\:aulter

j

She crossed the tape in the
400-meter run with lt}.e time of 54.2 1
and rarr lead-legs for Howard' s winning sprint medley and 4x400-meter
squad s in 4 :07 .4 and 3:47 .2,
respectivel y.

11•

•

Todd Banda at 13' 6' ' ; high-jumper
Keba Gordo n, who cleared 6' 6'' .
Go rdon also soared to a third place
lea ~ o f 45' l '' in the triple jump. The
Bis9 n 4x400-met er relay was forth in
a fa s1 fi eld with a time of 3: 15 .4.
Two 01her meet records fell to
visiting atheletes. Carla Criste of
George Mason University equaled the
women's high jump record with a
leap of 5' 6'' , while former Bison
trac kster J ohn Branch bettered the
record he set in 1988 with a time of
51 .7 in the 400 lnlermediate Hurdles .
'' It was lhe best Howard Relays
I've witnessed today," said Howard
~ rac k Coach, Meet and AthlCtic
Dir ect or William P . Moultrie .
' 'Camille Hendrix set the tone for the
day with her effort as everyone turn ed in o ulstanding performances."
The Bison will have another chance
to improve upon their Howard Relay
mark s when they travel. to
Tallilhassee, Fla . for the Mid-Eastern
Athleti c
Co nfere nce
Spring
Champio nships.
'

Next Week
in Sports
Baseb1ll
4/ 24 How1rd vs. Univ. or Mal')·land;
J p.m .
.
4/ 25 Howard vs. lJbert)· CoU., Lynchbu rg, V1.
*4/ 27 Howard vs. Gwrge Mason
Univ. ; l p.m.
4/ 28-29 Howard vs. James Madison
Univ . (DH); I p.m.

--/,
--' -/Y

-

/ //

/

/

,,

Track
4/ 25 Penn Relay9; TBA
SI S Lincoln Rtlays; TBA

IN ASSOC IATION WITH

*home game

The concluding game of the
1990 intramural indoor soccer
league was won by tile H1•,...ble·
Lions, 5-2, over a. 1at1gued
Death Wish III squad, Friday.
Compared to the thrilling
games played earlier in the
semi-finals, the final contest appeared anti-climactic.
{ .... The adroit Kona Hislop of
The Lions scored a brilliant goal
at the 14: 10 mark to open the
scoring. Hislop dribbled and {
lhrew defenders '.vith the deft- 1
ness that earned him the tournament MVP award. Two
goals by Peter Isaacs seemingly pul the game out of reach 3-0
with 7:03 to play. ·
The second half started with
all the intensity of the first, with
Isaacs scoring just 35 seconds
into the half. The Bermudians
quickly retaliated with a Dills
goal 27 seconds later.
An Isaacs goal at the 9:15
mark pushed the lead to 4-2.
Drama was added to the final
minutes when Hislop was sent
off for delay of game (kicking
the ball out of bounds). The
Bermudian side quickly
responded to their advantage
when Shawn Roberts scored
with 1:05 remaining, but Isaacs'
e~..ruJ net goal sealed the 5-3 ·
V I~ .

FAMU to host
MEAC games
Florida A&M University will
host the 1990 Annual MidEastern Athletic Conference
(MEAC) Spring Championships · April
19-21
in
Tallahassee, Fla. Championships include men's and
women's outdoor track and
fjeld, ... men's and wo~e.n·s tennis, llnd baseball. FAMU has
ho~te;d the conferei;1ce c~<v11pionships the past three seasons
and six of the last ten years .

Swim team seeks
new 'sharks'
The Howard University
Swim Team is currently
recruiting potential swimmers
for the 1990-91 season.
Anyone who is interested or
knows anyone on campus or , _
within the country who would
be interested in participating on
the largest black swim team
should contact Coach Eric
Howard at 636-7156.

HOW ARD UNIVERSITY
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
1990
INTRAM URAL BASKETBALL CHAMPIONS
1990 INTRAMURAL OVERALL CHAMPIONS - HzO SHOW
N .B.A. (NORTH)
!st PLACE - THE ENGINEERS
2nd PLACE - IN- NAY POSSE

•

A .B.A (EAST)
!st PLACE - RUN & GUN
2nd PLACE · ABOVE THE RIM
'

N .B.A. (SOUTH)
!st PLACE· H zO ' SHOW
2nd PLACE - RUNNING BISONS

A.B.A . (WEST)
!st PLACE - SLOWE HALL
2nd PLACE AIR FORCE

DIVISION CHAMPIONS
N .B.A . - HzO SHOW
A .B.A. - SLOWE HALL

•

•

•

CONGRATULATIONS TO A_LL THE TEAMS
' HERB THOMPSON

Visit your Intramural or Recreational Sports
Department and sign up today!
General

M o1or~

•
is proud to be assoc iated with your campus intran1ural recreational spons-oand activities .

CHl!VROLl!T ·PONTIAC· OLDSMOalLI!
•
BUICK•CADILLAC·DMC TRUCI(
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General Motors ..'. &haring your future"
•
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By Duane Covert
-'

Hilltop Staff Reporter

, During · the past two decades,
rhythm and ~lucs singer Phyllis
Hyman has established herself as a
truly versatile songstress.
To date, she has six albums to her
credit and a Tony Award nomination
for hCr performance in the musical
"Sophist;cated Ladies."
Tom.orrow night Ste.elwater Production will Present Hyman in two
shows at 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. She will
be showing off her style to the
Howard University audience <\S part
of the Undergraduate Student
Assembly's Sp;ing Blac"k. Arts
Festival.
.
Presently,
the
40-year-old
songstress is enjoying the success of
her newest album, ''In the Prime of

•

'

My Life.'' Stereo Revjew magazine
describes the six-foot-three inch
songstress as ''a stylishly statuesque
womait'' who is a ''magestic presence
standing still."
·
Her first single released off the
album was ''Old Friend," which was
written by Thom Bell and the late
Linda Creed. Both Creed and Bell are
responsible for one of Hyman's

signature hits, ''I Don't Want to Lose
You.''
In fact, Bell wrote the first hit
single Hyman ever had, ''Loving
You-Losing You."
H yman, who is the oldest of seven
children, was born in Philadelphia,
Pa., and raised in Pittsburgh, Pa.
Hyman said that as a child, she partfculary liked the music of James
Brown, The Drifters and The
Coasters.
However, she said she began listening to other art ists in order to expand
her range and versatility.
''I learned story-telling from Nina
Simone and The Last Poets, and later
from Karen Carpenter . I learned a lot
about (voice! tange from Minnie Ripperton. ''
,
In 1971, after business college and
a two-year career working at a
neighborhood legal services office,
Hyman decided to ''sing for her su'ppcr." For a year, Hyman toured the
country as a member of the Top 40
sextet, The New Direction.
After the group disbanded, she
reloca[ed to Miami, Fla., where she
sang with All 1he People, an all-male
horn-rhythm band.

see Hyman, page

photo by James Bolden

By Lori D. Buckner
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The Howard Univi:rsity Dance
Ensemble, under the artistic direction
of Terlene Terry-Todd, found itself
in front of a friend.Jy Cramton
Auditorium audience Thursday
night .
Dance segments ranged from
~llow to upbeat, from serene to
ry. \
The 'first half of the concert came
ore alive wi\h each of the sev'n
segments. The qpening to the song
''Looks Aren't Everything'' with the
dancers clad in sleek red outfits was
~ightly spicy. Costumes would later
prove to be one of Jhe performances
top assets.
To music by house group
Technatronic·s , the third piece ,
''Numbers,'' drew cheers from the
audience as the dancers' energy
poured over the stage apron and
across the first six rows.
I
''Numbers'' was a hot production
in itself with women clad in black and
white tow-piece outfits. The audience
seei:ned taken by surprise as the segment developed a nightclub ambiance
as steamy as a Friday night at The
Ritz.

C
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Phyllis Hyman
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Ensemble perfomance.
captivates audienc.e

\

'
I

Top right, a scene from the ''Lonely Blues.'' Top, a SF•ne from the gosp81
number ''Gi-ace." Above, a scene from ''Doft't \::ry For Me."

In ''Living," the ensemble shared
the stage with six primary and
preschool-age dancers from the
Reston Institute for the Arts.
· It was a sequence in which the
h8l'sh reality of street violence spoken
of in Janet Jackson's ''Living in a
World (They Didn't Make)'' was
softened by the girls' interpretive

dance and mime.
The choreography by Tiffany
'Johnson gave the next two segments
a special flavor that lingered
throughout ·the concert.
More than a few mouths were left
open as the audience witnessed a duet
titled ''Not Quite Alone.'' Tyna Andrews and Lethaniel Pugh conjured
a fierce passioii to the Phyllis Hyman
melody ''I Can't Stand This Living
All Alone."
Andrews in particular testified to
the anguish of a roller coaster relationship as she danced, stepping in
and out of one accord with her mate.
The audience who before had been
somewhat boisterous sat in awestruck
silence.
Andrews choreographed and
engineered a music medley for the
last segment before intenpission. Her
''Only a Part,'' a tribute to the late
Marvin Gaye, featured dancers in
motley flowered costumes and slide
footage of the soul singer in the
background.
Unfortunately the crescendo of the
first act did not spill over into the second. However, the highlights included 4 ' Birdland," a dedication to jazz
singer Sarah Vaughn who died
recently.
For a few dazzling moments, the
ensemble concerted Cramton into
Harleip' s Apollo Theatre of the
1930s, complete with feathered
cabaret dancers known as '' Brown.
Sugar Babies'' and costumes of the!
period .
With horn in hand, dancer Sarita~
Wilson gave a surprising, yet convincing portrayal of trumpeter Dizzy
Gillespie.

~-.111 !B~~iilil - - - - - - 'IN~l~'l'..1~~~11&..~l·· aiiltlc L'!!i!INI~~'-~~ ili:lrri..'-~'-'1111i!f!i
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HOW ARD UNIVERSITY
INTRAMURAL SPORTS

I

See the

visio~s

'2

and concepts of General Motors

"-->

~

•

I

DAT-E :

April 24 and 25, 1990

PLACE :
TIME:

•

Not only will expert nurses work with you
in small.classes, but you can also review at
your own pace with our Test-N-Tape seriq.
All review books are provided. Plus, with a
Kaplan ID card, you can study at any one of
130 centers nationwide!

!

01

(

'

9:00 AM to 3:00 PM

HOW TO WIN: By .:r.ttcnding your school's CM Auto Expo event, you can b. eligible to win on. ol rwo $50011rants toWard
your tuition expenses providrd by Genero.l Motor» or GMAC Flnanc:itil Ser\'icn. Whilit attmding tM Expo, just fill out 11\
entry fonn :ind dmp it in the convcn.ivnt entry box. The twu SSOO winning entry forms will N drawn at tM itnd of the OM
Auto
c·•ent. No purchau necessary tu enter of win, and ttw wlnrwr need not be p1cMnt. Cood ludr.!

E:.:ru.

•

CH•VRDLIT•PDNTIAC •OLD•MD•IU b
aUICK•CADILLAC DMC TRUCK

STANLEY H. Kt\PIAN

1

•

"

Take Kaplan Or Take )"our Chances

1 fonnini

Blackburn University Center

Genera 1 Motors and GMAC Financial Services arc pleased to be associated with your campus'
"GM Au,to Expo:· See the latest GM cars and trucks in the convenience of your own campus
community, and ask about the wide variety of financing plans available to college students
through GMAC Financial Services, including the GMAC College Graduate Finance Plan.
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,_ Black _c omed ip n
:-. debuts in new sitcom

•
•

By Frank Byrd
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Tommy Davidson 's name may 1
not be as sy11onymous with com
cdy as Eddie Murphy or Robert
Tow,nsend, but the 24-}·ear-old is
trying to change that and hopes
that his role on the new comedy
series ''In Living Color'' will
change thal.
David:.on paid a v1s1t to
Howard' s campus last week to
discuss his new show,. which
premiered Sunday on the Fox
television network.
The comedian attended the
University of the District of Columbia. Davidson was asked why
he decided to attend the
predomina11tly black university,
4

\

Members of the group ShoKiera perform EnVogue's ''Hold On to Your Love."

,Variety show . displays
students'
talents
and
beliefs
-

•

'

•

8)' Maredia D. Warren
Hillto p Starr Reporter

Howard University students were in rare form
!uesday evening as they displayed their talents, or
1n some cases, what they thought was their talent,
to the audience present for the 1990 Spring Black
Arts Festival Varie1y Show.
.S tudents sang, rapped and danced as _the spotlight
• shined upon them on the Cramton Auditorium stage.
The show began with a musical message by Julius
Jefferson & Co. Many of the acts had inspirational
messages to share with the audience.
A group of ladies called Friends in Christ, as well
as thel Residence Hall Choir, spread the word of
hope through gospel music .
;
James Gaston dedicated the traditional ''Precious
Lord'' to the graduating seniors encouraging them
to -hold on.
•
!Other acts had direct messages for th# audience :
A rapper named Ugo encouraged young AfricanAmericans to learn their history and culture while
his dancers did acrobatic stunts.
In between the acts, ma~ter nd mistress of
ceremor:iies Brian Williams and
arlean Hines , kept
the anxious crowd. under c0n ol with their smooth
, dialogue and presence.

''

G.
His performances include a
wide range of cqmic nuances,1role
playing and impersonations. The
April 5 edition of Rolling Stone
{!lagazine voted Davidson one of
1,he ''rising stars of comedy.''
1 ''My comedy is very diverse . I
don't use any props, only a
microphone,'' Davidson said.

I

Howard
Gospel
Choir in concert
I
The H_o ward Gospel Choir will
be celebrating its 21st Anniversary
this Sunday at 5 p.m. at Cramton
Auditorium.
Special guest artists will be the
Rev . Jeff Banks and the Revival
Temple Mass Choir with Milton
Biggham, the Bowie State University Choir and Reconciled.
Admission is $8. Student tickets
are $6. Tickets are available at the
Cramton box offic~.

I

Also showing fancy footwork " 'as the dance group
Rhythm System Ill performing lo.Janet Jack son's
''Alright'' and showing the audience ho,.., to
' 'Vogue'' to Madonna' s new single.
La1er in the show, Leslie Thompson and Loren
Brown gave Peaches & Herb a run for their money
as they sung the romantic ballad '' Born Again."
A few acts later, Thompson again displayed her
tale11t with her melodius voice singing ''l11separable. ''
Two other rap grou·ps made appearances in the
show as well. 3-NEFEC with Prince Paul and tvJajesty won ladies' hearts by throwing flowers into the
audience While XTC-3 a female rap group, entertai11ed the audience with their rap lyrics and dancing .
1
Many members of the audience had their favorite
acts. Freshman liberal art s major :J'ia Debrick said
she enjoyed herself.
' 'The variety show \Vas entertaining : I thought
ShaKiera sounded exactly like EnVogue. Rhythm
System Ill was so togethe'r 1hey looked like professiOnals," Debrick said .

Walt Disney searches
for new writers
Walk Disney Studios Fellowship f
Program is conducting a nationwide search for new writers. T~e
fellowships will pay $30,000 a yefr
for full-time \VOrk .
Interested writers need to sub·
mit a completed writing sample,
resume, cover letter stating interest
and a signed and notarii:ed letter
or agreement by May 18 for the
television division and· June 30 for
features.
Letters should be sent to: John
Hoberman, Director of Ai:t:'

'Sarafina!' comes to
the Kennedy Center

•

"

The Tony-nominated musical
''Sarafina!'' begins its five week
run at the Kennedy Center Opera
House April 26, at 8 n m
Tickets range from $23-$40.
Student discounts are available.
The last performance is May 27.
For ticket information, 467-4600.

continued frorrt page

STUDENTS
MAJORING IN
Allied Health
Professions
Discover a cl1all e11gi11g,
rewar<li11g future that pl1ts
y1>11 i•1 tol1cl~ \Villi your skills.
·1·oll t!..··s Air Fc>rce offers 011gui11g
OIJ(Jorturities for 1)rofessiOnal
devel~p111ent witl1 great par a11c'
be11ef1ts, norrnal worki11g l1ours ,
co11111lete 111edical anll de11tal <.:are,
and 30 days vacatiQ11witl11>ay1~r
year. Lear11 how to qualify as a11
Air Force health professional. Call

6'M
V
•

ministration, Walt Disney Studios,
500 South buena Vista, Burbank,
CA 91521. For more info. (818)
560·6532

Hyman

COil.EGE
•

Tom my Davidson

Tempo 'D igest/ Enter t<;Jinment News

During the intermission, Hi11es dazzled the au-·
dience with ''What You Won't Do for Love," a song
popularized by songstress Phylli s Hyn1an.
Giving an upbea1 control O\'er the crowd was
ShaKiera who performed En Vogue's hit ''Hold on

to Your Love."

f

His response: '' The bi'acK-er-the.
college
the
sweeter
thb
knowledge.''
•
Davidson broke into comedy,
while still in high scho.ol, performing his first stand-up routine at
a topless bar. Since then, he performed as the opening act for Patti LaBelle, Anita Baker, Luther
Vandross, Al Jarreau and Kenny

•
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For the past three years, Hyman
has matured as a club singer, adding
R&B, Top 40 and Spanish-American
pop songs to her credit.
. Before moving to New York City
1n 1975, Hyman formed her own
group, The Phyllis Hyman Factor,
performing original material as well
as Top 40 songs.
Once in New York, she quickly
established herself after a nightclub
performance in the city's Upper West
Side. She captured the"1tttention of
several music artists, including Norman Connors, who signed her as a 1
featured vocalist on his ''You Are My
Sunshine'' album.
On the album ~sang three songs,
including ''We Bb{h Need Each
Other,'' a duet with Michael Henderson, and ''Betcha' By Goly Wow ."
Following her project with Connors, Hyman' s career took another
big step. In 1977, she released her
debut album, ''Phyllis Hyman,"
which produced ''Loving You-Losing
You.''
After the debut album's release,
she went on to record ''Somewhere
in My LifetiE::me'' in 1978, ''You
Know How to
ve Me'' in 1979 and
''Goddess of ave'' in 1983.
Between the three successful
albums Hyman found time to add
another
dimension
to
her
career-acting .
According to Hyman, though singing was always her mafn interest, acting was simply another outlet for her
talent.
''I was never interested in Broad
way; I never even thought about it,"
she said.
~
Nonetheless, while singing in Upper West Side nightclub in New
York, Hyman was noticed by a
casting agent for a new Broadway
musical.
As a result she was asked to audi
tion and was eventually casted in
Duke Ellington's · ''Sophisticaled
Ladies,'' a performance for which
she earned a Tony Award nomination for best supporting actress in the
musical.
''I've always been more of a
sophisticated singer than records indicate. My vocal nuances are scmijazz," she said.
In the musical,. llyman sang such
songs as ''It Don't Mean a Thing''
and ''In a Sentimental Mood." In
· 1988, Hyman also had a small role in
Spike Lee's movie, ''School Daze.''
When asked of the variety of her
accomJ?lishments, Hyman said, ''My
career 1sn'1 just records.'' Maintaining her versatility keeps Hyman very
busy, but she said she ''thrives'' off
the work.
4
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Use
Ouicll Termination service.

•

)

•

Before you call C&P, please have the following information ready:~
. '
Telephone number:
'
Discon nec Ii on dale:

'

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Before you leave the camj>us for summer vacation,
please make sure to disconnect your C&P phone service to
avoid unnecessary extra charges in your absence.

•

'

Nu m 1?e r where you may be contacted: -'--~'--~~~~~
(
)
Billing address during a b s e n c e : - - - - - - - - - - - • Please call us at 392-2200 from any Touch Tone phone (includ:

'

.

• Hit ·the I bullon after each entry.
• A service order number will be given. Please write it down and

days notice.

•

•

'

-

•

•

••••••ave

retain it for your future ref,rence: - -- - - - - - - • Your final bill will be sent to your forwa~ing address within

Just in case you' want to retain your phone service during
•

because I can do what I want to do;
l can emphasize different styles for
every date.''

your rorwarding address.

Starting April 16th, 1990, you may call us seven days a
I
week and 24 hours a day al 392-2200, Please give us three

•

"I really like pcrfonni111 live

ing public .Phones).
• The recording will tell you what codes to dial and when to state

C&P's Quick Termination Service makes it easy!

two weeks

the summ~r recess, you'll need to call us, too, to avoid au·
tomatic disconnection of your seniCe. Please call by dialing
346-2 plus lirsf. three digits or your telephone number.

"
•

I

A Bell Atlantic~ompany

@C&P Teleptione

Send a
to
your graduating
hi1ncla In The Hiiitop
only $1 for •Yllf 10
words •

•
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officer cursed him first,'' he said. .

Arrest

•

According to Dawson, he has

--------Election

spoken with Chief Ec!ward Spurlock
· continued from pqe 2
at the Third District concerning the
•
.conlinued from page I , matter.
Dawson said that Spurlock Was
Both Bates and Daniels are stressLawrence Dawson, the associate ''incredulous'' that the incident could
'
director of Howard University's have occurred as described by ing the idea of unity and its importance in the school and outside the
security division said that the actions Calloway and said he would per· school.
1aken by the police officers were sonally confer with the officers
''Before campaigning, we noticed
involved.
unusual and uncalled for.
that there were many problems within
''It is very questionable that
Both Canon and Medina refused 'the entire school,'' Bates said.
C::tlloway \vould he c h::irP"f"rl c;inr(" the 10 comment on the incident.
''We decided that it was time for
a change, and we want to see unity
They were joined by 50,000 other ~ot only in the school of communica:
P.eople Who came in a show · of 1 t1ons, but throughout the university.
'solidarity'' with the poor people's
''We plan to do this by sponsoring
dernonstrators.
events with other organizations such
But the protest was gpickly halted as UGSA. We want to show students
continued from page 1
seven days later when Ric permit for that all the depanments can and will
use of the park expired. Police ar- work together;'' he added.
Daniel~ said, ''This is not an Ivan
science professor, recalls working rested about 115 people who remain'1
with t.bernathy riglit after the death ed in the park after the permit ex- B~tes th!n~ or a George Daniels
Studenb Cheree Johnson, Dpniel Goodwin and Traci• Hanis received the 1990 Generol Motors Volunteet .
thing. This as a school of communicaof Dr. King in ·org3jll.izing a poor peo· pired.
Spirit Award April 10. They received pl~1ues, GM stock and ci commendation letter from President Bush.
Before the poor people's tions thing and everybody is in this
pie's demonstratk>n here in the
John Anderson, chairmon _;~e GM United Way Fund, presented the awards.
'demonstration, Abernathy worked together.''
District .
'
wi i. h Kin p. in 1955 to organize a
The two intend to put their agenI~e remembered Abernathy as a
behind: the-scenes person who never boycott of the bus system in Mon- da int~ 3;Ction duri~g the summer by
Because the game, which is played
was really recognized fur his role in tgomery, Ala. The boycott led to the organ1z1ng meetings with adintegration of that city's bus system. ministrators in the School of COmin two eight-minute halves, is based
the civil rights moveme11t. ·
ln 1963; he participated ~n the munications and on the main
on single elimination, she said, ''lf
Walters said even though he belie;vyou jump the gun, you ' lock your
ed_Abernathy want.e d to continue the · M&rch on Washington, which at- ca111pus.
team out i0f the competi tion.''
n1ovement after King's death, he and tracted approximately 200 ,000 peo· .. 1 They also plan to unite a core of
continued from page 2
McLeod.explained ' ''We were usthe slain civil rights leader were pie. It was at this march that King at least 10 communications students
continued from page 4
delivered his historic! '' I Have a to work on projects over the summer.
petitions in high school, Ballard sai(. ed to using a different buzzer
different.
''We hope to pull the School of
''Rev. Abernathy simply was not Dream'' speech.
the co mpetition was ''fun.••SYStem, · ··they changed the
Both King and Abernathy spent Communications together so that
st rong enough,'!though charismatic
According to McLeod , the team equipment on us an·d we literall_y
given 75 percent of whilt they earned members studied topics such as Euro- i?Cked ourselves out (of the compet1enough to carry' out that movement ,'' many nights in jail together. It is .vhen the students come back they
in their best five years.. of service.
estimated that the two were jailed 17 Nill see a different School of C.
Walt~rs said . But, he said, Abernathy
pean literature, African literat1,1re,..: ti -- A.fter the competiion, Mcleod said
One of the clauses under this pen·
times. AberTiathy, before his death,
They will see a student council that
'' des.erves a lot of credit."
biology,
chemistry,
physics
and
U.S
she
told
the
team,
''Though
we
lost
sion plan is that if a drive has any
recalled their experiences there .
s vibrant, active and. visible that
A~ernathy is remembered for his
Hi-story.
in
the
second
round,
we
won
because
type of accident, on or off duty,
''Whenever Dr. King and f\would ;tudents can come to when they need
invo1vemerit in several marches and
we made it to the nationals.''
bonuses accumulated are lost and can
demonstrations after the death of Dr. go to jail together, we would spend ielp, •• Daniels said .
.Teams from historically black col·
Despi1e
the
loss,
Ballard,
who
was
onfy be regained after an additional Jeges and universities are featured in
the first 24 hours fasting to purify our
''We want to shock everyone,"
King .
selected from one of the teams that
80,000 miles are driven .
About 2,600 people gathered he ~e souls in order that we would have no Jates said. ''We're here to uplift one
co ~petition for monetary grants to
co~peted
on
campuS,
said
shew.ill
try
According to Robinson, this takes upgrade facilities and resources.
hatred in our hearts toward the jailer, in~ther. We all need to gain from exin \Vashington and lived in tents for
again next year.
the average driver about two years to
and a stronger determination to tear >enence and learn something through
several days June 19, 1968 in West
~ccording to McLeod, based on
The
comp~tition was taped by
earn this amount of mileage .
the stage of competition that Howard Black Entertainment Television and .. Potomac Park . This demonstration down the system responsible,'' Aber· :xperience,'' he added.
• Nationwfde, Greyhound strikers completed, the team earned $6,000
•
liecame known as Resurrection City . nathy said. ·
will
be
broadcast
Saturdays
at
5
p.m.
receive $50 dollars. a week while on fo r their efforts.
through June 2.
'
the picket line for compensation of
wages lost .
Herald Moote,-a Greyhound driver
for a year and four months, said the
striking is detrimental to both sides.
continued from page 4
''Most of uS are drawing out of our
savings and seeking unemployment . workers to challenge court approved
,o 1990 AT&T
affirmative
action
plans
years
after
No one wins in a strike-we lose and
employment loses too,'' Moore said. such plan have been adopted and
According to David Kearney, who implemented.
According to Thornburgh , ·be adhas nearly 20 years of Greyhound ser'
vice at the telephone information mirlistration ''strongly ·opposes''
center in Charlotte, N.C., the reason reversing the measure because the
'
for the strike is because Greyhound court's decision was a ''reaffirmation
officials refuse to negotiate with their by the fundamental notion that
•
ever~ne is entitled to his or her day
workers .
Strikers are asking for $47 .6 in court • ''
•
Thirdly, the administration opmillion over a three-year period to
cover pay raises, benefits and othet poses a part of the p~oposed civil
rights bill which allows women and
employee-related spending.
·
It is estimated that Curry has spent religious minorities to bring suit for
$54 million on strfke funds alone. In- monetary damages in addition to
cluded within this figure are funds for their lost wages in a discrimination
security ~nd to pay the relief drivers, case.
This '' will discourage conciliation
Moore said.
••
J
and
encourage
litigation,"
ThornAccording to Robinson, recruited
drivers continuing the service are not burgh said.
But, while the Bush administration
qualified and start at seven cents
has said ii will veto 'fhe Civil Rights
more than regular employees.
Additionally, recruitees are being Bill of 1990, the measure continues
rushed through the training courses to move through Congress, at what
which usually take four 'to six weeks . some observers consider to be a faster
•
''New drivers are being put into rate than most legislations.
Similar acts have taken several sesplace in one week . Greyhound is tak ing everybody and anybody with a sions o f Congress to pass. While the
act was introduced Feb. 7, 1990, the
licev.se,'' Robinson said. ·
''There used to be a time when you Senate Labor and Human Resources
couldn't be a Greyhound driver Committee reported the bill to the
without a perfect driving license. It House noor April 4,0 1990 by a 11 -5
takes a highly trained individual to vote.
The House is ex.pected to follow
run a 38,000-pound bus every day .
It's not something that you walk off suit with its version of the bill, which
•
has 160 co-sponsors in the House .
the street to do," he added .

•
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Do you. have pr8of of
having had two. measles
1
shots?
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YOU NEED IT!!!
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An A7&fCard helps you CX)ITitnunicate better, because )'OLIqm Ltse it to call from all kinds of places. .
Like£ friend's, or a pay phone, or OLtt on tl1e road. You don't even 11eed to have a phone in your name to get
one. And every month you get a11 itemized bill st.1ti11g where and
•
when you Llsed the cait\.
.,
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Tu apply for the AJ&TCam; call LIS at 1800 525!7955, Ext. 630.
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Attention Howard Graduates'
or First Time Buyers
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UJ'LM.A. ...
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usitt<j all nssets to keep ottr cotttttiutii.ty stron9.

CONRAD GAMBLE, II
Sales Representative
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'

Bus. Phone ! 301) 772-6900

0

Monday, ,.,\prU: 25, 1990
£conQmic Devdopment
Resume' tnformation

'•"='"""'
~

.....,.,
. .............

SmaU '.Busi.ness Development Pnc~et.s

..-..

. , ..... """"'-'''' ' 10 , .. _ .

SCMl ·I. . . FORM llllS

. ..... • ,• ....... - . -

ROSENTHAL
•- •· Y:-., 1 <JO;..A.\ lJ,!

Sunc!ay, ,.,\prU: 22, I 990
Cna to Chnpel
Rankin Cf1<1pcl
tt:QO n.tn .

• •• • • •1• •••••••••

~\

""' j:~';'':':'''
111111111111

arou.ndJCoor '.Black.burn
10:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

'Tuesc!ay, ,.,\prU: 24, I 990
•
Ec!ucatt.<>nal Devdopment
111 Jfonor of M.'ly kl:EEX.
Afri.can-A.nieri.can Ki.story Di.sp(ay
focuSi.n9 on tfl-e Harlem :Renaissance

tntervi..ewi.n9 Sk.Uls/tnwrnsfii.p
klorkshop
School

of

'.Business Audi.tori.um

7:00 p.m.

GroU:hdJCoor
'.B[acR&urn
.,

• •

10 :3 0

.I

klednesc!ay, ,.,\prU: 2S, 1990
PoliticAL ,.,\wareness

tnvotvement
Display oJ PoCttical!'lssues
Affec:ti.ntJ our Communi..ty
arounc!Jloor lllackburn
10:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Lecture: ''PoCi.ticnC. tssues 'Jfaat 'Every
College. Student Should ll~ A•vnrc OJ "
Schoo( of '.Business. Audi.tori.urn

7:00 p.tri,

For more information Qn ToyQta,
or
•
any car in the Rosenthal organization
Please call:
'
1
Conrad Gamble, III
(301) 772-6900

Tric!11y, ,.,\prU: 27, 1990
1.nternatt.<>naL ,.,\warenes s a rm
1.nvo[vement
lnternatt.<>rn>l Display
:RaJJCc for tickets ro "Sara Jina"
CiroundJCoor '.B[acR.burn
10:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m,

•

-

u=~~o

JIJt=-- •UL -.±:JB

I

''Pu-tti.nq on tfa.e Ritz ''

Sixteenth A.ranuaL Playboy
J .4' _ M.arri.ott
10:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.
'

.

A.fricnti-A.t·n eri.cnri fi.Ct·t1 Di.splay
arid Pnncl. Di.scussioti
Scf100C of '.Bt.!si.r·i ess Audi.tori.urn
7:00 p.t'tl .

arm

'

4:00p.tn.

'Thursc!ay, ,.,\prU: 26, 1990
tCcr1toL at1<! Pf\ysicn( HeoCtJ•
tte.ntaC A.ivnretifss Di.spray
Ciroundf[oor '.BtncR&urn
10:30 a.tn. - 4 :DO p.tll.
•

''Corne Get your 'Body f"i.t "
Dt:LT A. A.ero&ics CCass
Schoo( of tCcdictne
5:30 p.rn. - 6:30 p.tn.
l1·1suri.1·19 Our 1"'1.et·i.tnC. Jf.oo[1fJ 'I
Lecture: ":Ett1oti.ot·1nC. lfft1esscS··
ScfJooC. of Dt.isi.11ess A.t.ifli.tori.utn
7:00 p.tll.
,
I
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• • THE-UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT ASSEMnLY PRESENTS:
•
•
ALA
•
•
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•
•
• CO:ME AND SAY •
•
DBYE 1D YOUR · :
• FEI .I OW SCHOOLMATES
•
• Date: APR-IL 29th
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'.Ex'ocius (eksoclus), n. 1. A going out; the going out or
.
·'
·journey, 2. any large migration
from a place. .
. · --,
'
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Comics
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•.1 WANTOD A Per
°™AT COIJL.D TA~

CHARG6 IN ANY
61TUATION. COMMANC7

R56P5CT AND 51°RI KS
F5AR INTO ~5 H&ARr6
oF POT'&NTIAL.
I NTRU~5R6 !./ ..._
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Herb -& Jamaal

By Stephen Bentley
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by Maratta and Maratta ~
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'·'I'M A i
COLLEGE 1
STUDENT AND
WORKING FOR
KELLY HAS
HELPED ME
UNDERSTAND
THE
BUSINESS
, WORLD.''
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Songs
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"I've broadened my education and expanded my knowledge. Improved my skills.
It's the perfect job experience to put on a resun1e or an application."

.-

•

1iyTem~orary

KELL

•
I

yo

Services

The Kelly Girl' People - The F1rs1 an d The Best'

l.l lt'. M f l ll V Not an

• w ~ncy

- lltV'Ot

•

o c. A.1't'r G l!T 1T

tJ!'f

bl.ally natu ral SMA RTFooo® Air-popped popcorn smothered

W

f:'1v1t
1(1

µ,,N

0

•

w hite cheddar cheese

I
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Advertise in
· The Hilltop.
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I
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Call

•
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•

•

Genji
•

Sampson
"

'

(202)

636~6866
"•

It took Freud 38 years to understand it.
You have one night. .
_ ~ '"
0

The psych exam is in I2 hours. And your id wants to party. Your ego
wants to conk out. But your superego knows you need to stay awake
tonight to cram.
Fortunately, you've got Vivafin,_ It helps keep you awake and mentally
alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So all your brainpower can focus
on understanding the brain.
If Freud had used Vivarin, maybe he could have understood the brain

•

'

I

1

•

~

wter, too.

l'l'Jll ~ fl'\UJ (•IJ't'rljlll

rl'Jlfl..._'fll~'<i I>)· l 'htc

ll•Jfll&'• lio.'tlnwl "is.'ftl')', lk•.:11)" Hlli...1.A

Revi~
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with VIVARIN!

~ l'Nll!'lnkhKll""' ii.tt..1wft
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DE LA SOUL
CONCERT

Aud1 !11)ns tor the MLK. Jr. Foren sics Society will
be Aplol 25. for 1nore .'11fcrn1011on co ll Prof. Jorie~
or Un1or at 636-6711

Thrusdoy, April 26

The Lod1e!. of Alpha Choprer

Zeta Phi

CRAMTQN A UDITORIUM

African Safar>

Ladies FREE before 11
925 KS!.
10·30 p.rn.-5 om
Friday. April 20th, 1990

Summer K1cl-off• Bosh! Given by 1ne Colilorn10.
Te~as and V1r91n10 Club at 3529 13th St this Fri- .

day• $2 Cover coll

a.to

Sorority, l"c.

lnv1!e oil " 'omen des toned for greotne~ t1 o Worne11
Interested 1n Zeto meeting .
Dote
April 26. 1990
Tome
6 ,00 pm
Place
, Douglass Holl rm_ 1 !6

TRUE UPRISING PRODUCTION
FUNKY DREAD PARTY PART I

HlLP WANTED

f1owor,l Un1vers1ty·s Sy11chror11Ied Sw1111rners ore
perform.ng on Friday. April 27 'll Burr Byrn 01 7 00
Adm1ssoon is free Orin~~ s.o•d

PART-TIM E
Earn on e~rro SSfXJ/ SlOOO plus per month for 5-8
hours per week 1n o crear1ve marking ef!ort _ NO
SELLING. Pion ond work your o w n hovrs. Mature
opploconts coll:
953-0707. e~r . 270.

Koppa Koppa Psi and Tou Beto Sigma
presents
_
"Show t1me Morch1nn Bond P1cnoc"
Wi th free food
Whif°il Saturday. April 21
Where . On the Yard
Tor11e 12 noon

v•un1ed 95 people who 11,eed to lose up 10 3(1
pounds <n the ne•t 30 days with new appetite control system and earn bonus money while los1ns,
v.e1ghr Gvoronteed Co\11 728-71503

E.mergency

'234-3~4'2

Very, vfry 1mporton!, ex!remely 1mporton1 To all
1nd1v1duuls from Mossachuseits. I challenge you to
show your !rue colors and attend who1 may be the
lost meering of the Moss Clvb_ Wed 25th Sharp
•n the Soc1ol Wor~ Aud11or1ur.-•.

10.00 o.m . and 1S e~pec t ed to attract members of
the hberat1on gioups. educott>rs . and others 1n,fbested •n dialogue on this OP•(.

Attentio"rf All BLACK NIA F.0.R.C.£. mol•'
urve"t, important & mondotofy meeting.
Thursdo,, April 26, 1990. DGH rm. 137. BE
THlRE.

Students don't pay regular pi1ce for o haircu t {$10)
Coll Dex!er Browne ot 636-1806 for o $4 haircut
Suppart your fellow Howard student

FOUND-o lady's gold watch co13toc1 Efloe 636-7360.

. JAZZ & POETRY COMlS TO THE YARD

The Depart ments of History, Pol1 t1c"ol Science and
Alr1cdn Studies at Howard Un1vers1ty, ore sponsoring a one-doy symposium on Southern Al r1ca.

Tuesday, April 24 1990. 1n the Aud1tor1um of The
School of Business This symposium will begin at

NA TION ..o\L PUBLIC~ TION CONDUCTING
RESEAR~H FOR DESIGNERS (BRING PORTFOLIO
OR SAMPLE! M & F FACE &, HAlR MODELS ALL
AGES & ALL NATIONALITIES
DATE
APRIL 22nd
'
TIME
1-6pm
FORU..._\
BLACKBURN CENTER
CONTACT
MS WHITMdRE
l-B00-7B2-2532
H.U Synchrciru zed s,~1m Club
preseni s
The Hio
Friday_ Aprol 2-7. 1Q'10
ot705pm
BURR POOL
Pltose a tte nd rh1s '"Scan dalous Affa ir'·!

sno,,

for all al you thot con sing. dance rap. Oct or 1us!
enter!a•n, don't forget about auditions for Vor>ety
Shew Homecoming '00 1n the loll cl this yea r!

(5-B blocks) to Howard Each house will hove 5-o
bedrooms ond two (2) bathrooms Most rOOIT'S will
be for singles but a few doubles woll be ovodoble
Ren! 1S $250-$350 . These 3 houses "'111 be good (0~10 AugusJ 15 ii interested coll now Beo Corey
29 -1 J80
•
Ho,vord Studen1s O"ly
Lookong !01 Sumn1er H01.
q?
I hove 4 roori1s ovooloblt''
l.ook1ng lor foll Housi ng?
I ho·... 7 rooms o,"01lcblt'
Th•s 6 bt'droon1. 7 both house •s fulll furnished w1rh
w wcorpe!1rgthr·Jugll0ul $150-S 50ccn:oct Beo
Corey 291-1 4BO
'

F-Ph1-F fraternity spons.or1ng f,,s1 Annual Ldt-A
Thon for'Chor1 !y on Saturday, Apr1! 21, of 10.00
o.rn Benef•!1ng Chuc~y M1Jllons Foundo11on All
donall"ons ,...,11 be occepted up unT•I April 27. Please
support us Moil dono11on to :
F-Ph1-~ Frotefn1Ty, P 0 Bo" 444 HU. Ad m1n Bldg. Wash .
DC 20059 or come ou1 to the Women's Anne~
Gy'11 tomorro•v

HOUSE TO SHARE
5c 15-B· 15 ONLY
FURNISHED ROOM
BATH_ WASHER AND DRYfR
WA LK TO CAMPUS
All 265·7502

Home<om•ng 1990
lop S)nC 1s com•ng, ger ready for rhe event of a
hletirnj? Aud•t1ons will be held on Sept. 3, 1990
This m1gh1 be your chonce to.•be a sto' 1

HOWARD GOSPl~ CHOtRS
21 ANNIVERSARY

SUPPORT A STUDENT £NT£RPRIS£
•

MARKETING
::_I)_~] :J ~I I~ I~. ll',
WITH AT&T

,,,0

•aclr-to-School homof/011
AT&T S,T UDENT
CAMPUS MANAGER
Sales-or"'-'"1cd studcn1 sought ,f(\f
markCling promo!oo pos1to1 t-.1,1n agm1cnt rcsponf1b•hly toi C31nT>)\..~;
group. LJ.ccHcnt 'pay and bonti:;cs
' ~lc11.1bletX>i.Jrs All work is on campus
Musi be ava11.Jble tull-tlrT'lc 1 -2 weeks
DJior to 1ne st<Vt of ctasses Oppo11un11y 10 work as a P101notoos Repre sentative or1 a proicct by proicct
basis_

AT&T ASSISTANT
STUDENT CAMPUS
MANAGER

SUM/o.\ER SUBLET
Partially furnished 01' cooo,l•cned opo,t'l,ent room,
kitchen . both, Jo_,ndry clo1>e toccmpus S?7.5-$325
1rcludes utol1 ties 3B7 -1 B2B

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT TO SHARE
Lorge bedroom. co.np1e1ely furnished on bus line.
o r-ccnd1 t1on1ng
$2 70 00 mon!hly
Female
students Coll 4 odo~ 505·9 J96
CLASSIFIED AD fOR CATHOLIC. TRINITY
HOWARD NEWSPAPfRS f,·.-o-bedroo<n op!S
ovooloble at 1he Height co•1•pie ~ for sum.,,er ,ease
Apt s ore fully ' urn w 1 A/C. '"osher/dryer. !ull
kitchen w/d1sh,vosher _ ul•i •ncL Wol~ to Cothol1c.
conven•en• to Me•ro Sur"'l'er/weel- ly leases
avo1loble For more >nf) ~
I•~ \Vosh1ng100
Cenrer 62J-8040
Get Your Sumf'"'e Foil Housong NO\\ 1
Females; lovely large house to s·1ore $300-$325.
ut1ht1es; washer dryer furn shed 681-576 1 or
234-295J

Summer kick-off bo!>h' Gtven by the Cohforn1a,
Texes. and Vorg1n10 Clubs ct 3529 13th St. this Friday! S2 cover Coll '234·3B 4~

Sttidcn1 w 11n strong·:,_11Cs/lc3dcrs.nip
ati1 l1 !y needed I 'r SC."- en d:iy progan1. FJ 1990. rv1ust DC avail.J tllc 1
wee-.. rrJC." 10 ir-.e st~r1 ot classes

Ori e-Dov Symposium qn Southern Af rica
The depor1ments o! H•story, Pol1tocol Science \:ltid
A frican Studies at Howard University, ore sponsoring a one-day symposium on Sourhern Afr>co.
Tuesdoy. April 24. 1990 1n the School of Business
oudotor1um. This symposium w 111 begin 01 10.00
a m and 1s expected re attract members of i r e
l1bero1oon groups. educators, and others interested
•n dialogue on this 1op1I:

STUDENT
REPRESENTATIVE/
CAMPUS GROUP
Oi.i1g6 n~ salcs-orocnted group ind1v1dua s r'IC'e(lcd IO rcpreS011 AT/I. T
products and SC'f\llCCS on can1pus
Top pay and bonuses' Must be avail ··
able l week pro to the s1ar1 of
classes

Su'l1mrr>er SL·bie!
Fvlly furn •shed tow nhouse 3 rooms. 3 baths. centrol o•r Wosh / D'r~e r. po1k1ng. 101111n tocornpus
Single rooms $3 25 f>rS! come firs1 ser'ed Coll
232-8955 (1ea"e a me?o;.cgel

Effici.nc' oportment ovoiloble tor the summer. l ltlocks from Meridian on 1St+. and ln-ing. Furnished. TV, VCR, Mi,crowove, and all
utilitiff. $47S/mo. Coll Fel\ce 26S-0234.

Are you \coki ng fof !.Omeone to draw designs on
yQvr 1eons or 1ocke1? I hove extensive e~per1ence
drawing names. Af ro-centric designs. and any corIOOll Of camoc OOok. cliarocter 1n 01steoce with prolessionol occurocy Woll net lode in the wash _ 2 4
hour service Come see my v.·ork al foom 533E
Plaza Towers Of coll me at 667-2380 . Ask. for
Corey.

For more lf1formaion. SOld resume
to : CDI. AT&T Recrui tment. 210Wcs1
WastingtonSQua-e.1 lthf'oof. Phtidefphia, PA 19106. or call(800) 5922121. Equal()ppty Employer.

aw~~~auLt

•

• ROOMS AVA ILABLE IMMEDIATELJ<'
HISTORIC Lf DROIT PARK
NEWL Y RENOVATED
LOCATED 0'\J HOWARD U'\JIVERSITY
CAMPUS
DESIRE MATURE ST ABLf STUDENTS
CALL (1021 B82-86'JO

The Deoortment of Health Services Adm1n•stro1.on
Program o f the School of Howard School of
Bus1n ees 1n colloborahon with the Dept of Health
St>rv1ces Adm1n1stro11on of George Wash ington
L:n1,ers11y ore co-sponsoring o one day seminar 01
the Bloc ~burn Center. Howard Un1vers1rv. on Moy
lB 1990 from 11 30-4 00 pm en ·he subte<t
of
EMPOWERMENT A STRATEGY· FOR THE
19QO's
EMPOWER MANA GERS. SUPERVISORS AND EMPLOYEES TO BECOM~ CATALYST
IN AN ORGANIZATION
Professor Norman Metzger w ho holds lhe Edmond
A Guggenhe1m Choir on Heal1n Core Managemen t
1n the Moun • S>n01 School of Medicone and M r
Lo,vre1·,te C Basse•t Pres1denr of the Bosse11 Consul11ng Group Inc New York will port1c1po1e 1n
the presentation Ol"d d•~uss1on Tu1t1on including
lunch 011d mo•eriols ore $65 .00 per person_ 15 perc, nt tatol discount for 3 persons er 'llCre The
seminar wd! be heid on Moy 18. 1990 fo rm
11 30-4 00 p.m For 1urther ,nlormot•On ond
reg1 st ro11on. p'eose co-i1oc1 Dr ,\hmed A Moen
636-51B3 / 4, HU or Or Charles Jocob1no
994-6'220 / 23

Student Coll to Washington
Wonted! Enthusiastic s1uden1s to help mobili ze a
massive mor(h and ro'ly foJlo..,,.ed by a week o!
poht1col empowsrme'1t, Stude.1ts will be responsible to do ou treach wo rk such cs PR. hous;ng, travel.
lobbying etc . Contoc TJohn a t 421 -0()27 . Sponsored
by Nnr.onol Colleg101e Block Caucus .
SUMMtR CAMP JOBS
ore ovoiloble at residen t Girl Seoul Comps 1n
V1rg1n10 . Min . age 18 or graduated high school.
Untt Counselors. Unit Leaders, Pool Srolf. Nature
and Crofts Directors. Cooks and Kitchen Workers
ore needed June 15-August 15. 1990. Coll
1- 202-337-4300 . Ruth Enso• or I- 703-660-62 86.
Maile Sheeran for on opphcot1on. Girl Scou t Council
of the No11on's Copilol. Equal Opportunity
Emplovi:r

PERSONALS
Jomes Gro(\Qcr.
Please read Golot1ons 3 :26 -29.
Love 1n Christ,
A.V .F.

Jomes Granger,
Pleose read Joshua 24 : I~ and Psalm 34 :8 .
F W9 lker

A large eff1c•ency close ro school and everything
•S new SJ'25 /1T10n1h 601-3897

'

WANTED :
SURVEY STAFF
Volvnteers ore wonted to portoc1p.:ite on the Howard
Un1vers1ty Drug Education ond PrevenllQfl Program
(HUDEPP) . We ore conducting on anonymous ques11onn1re of substance use among ~tudents of
Howard Universi ty. Goin eio;perience 1n monogi ng
quest1onno1re odmin1strot1on cs o membe~ of the
field stofl . Pos1t1ons ore ovo1loble for field supervisors and field data collectors. Excellent for
students who wish Tc e~pond their resumes/vita's .
Submit a resume or o brief note about yourself to
Dr. Michael Barnes. lot rhe Student Resou rce Center,
Howard University Counseling Service, 6th & Bryant
Sts. N.W . Main Compvs. You may also cell
636-6870

I

Ne,,,.ly renovored !urn•st' •
furn1shed rooms for
rent Bathroom on to<h floor Cook•l"g foc'ilii1es
$30o-S350/mo Coll of ter 5 pm Ail day Sot and
Sun '}qJ-2248

featuring
Bowie State Un1,·ers1ty Gospel Cnc1r
Reconci led
Spec.al Guests. Reverend Jeff Banks and the Revival
Temple Moss Choir w•th M olton B•gghom_
Sundo';. April 22. 1Q90
5 00 pm_
Cromton A ud1tor1um-Ad m SB 00
Students-$6 00

722.0701

'

l om renovo11ng 3 houses ,v1th1r> 'volk1ng distance

Tennesse Club Meeting
Wed , Apr il 25, 1990
In the Blockburi1 7 (J m
Officer Elections for 1990-QI
Come out 10 vote!

STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF
TOP PRICES PAID FOR USED AND
UNWANTID
TIX'rlOOKS WITH RESALE VALU(
TIM JOHES/T AJ BOOK SER VICI

1

FOR RENT

Thursdo,, .April 26, 1990
Mont Info coll Nicole ot H.U.S.A
636-7007, 7008

Leove o messogt'

- i;

I

Do Yo\J ''Ollt !O leo•1• e>1 ir,prove 'flUr French at
o stuttc< I rote? Coll 467 -2871 ofll'I 7 p.rn

THE LADIES OF ALPHA CHf.PTERI ZETA PHI BET;
SORORITY INC. URGE THE HOW,,..RD COMMUNITY TO SUPPORT . EARTH DAY, l.990,• APRIL 22.
1990. WASHINGTON MALL G,..,UNDS.

•

•

•

ANNOUNCEMENTS

•

•

Room for rent through summer. Logan Circle
oreo. Fully loaded. leg. Mo, 1st. $310/mo.
Coll 462-3182.
'•
On• bedroom basement opt. in N.W. D.C.
A'l'Oilcible for summer. W/D, wolki"g di5to"ce
from metro station, $4SO/mo utilities included. Coll Valerio ot 726-SS86.

Jomes Granger,
God loves you; so do I. Redd John 3·16.

PNB

Jomes Granger,
Moter•ohsm con 't be Chr1st1on_ Mot thew 6 : 19-24
·ond Mork 10·17-21
Peoce
Jomes Granger,
Please don' t be deceived Read I (of 3·1B. 19,
Col '2 1-8 vs 4.8
Boseman
Jomes Granger.
You may target God. bur He'll never f;:irge1 you
Jorres Granger.
God is Love
D Spencer.
Jomes :>ranger.
Proverbs 122. 2:1-6 Reodrheword1n1fsent1rety.
Jomes Granger.
Jesus loves you completely. don't
eKper1ence His love_

be fooled- Kenya

Te~os Snokebocts.
I opolog•ze for my busy ~hedule that unfortunately
cou1>es me not 10 return your phone calls OS I woJld
like to I by no means w•sh for, yoU to toke my Of.·
'•ens pe1se-.:.illy as I kne w you hove been busy 1
rourse!f ~refore, I propose that we arrange some
1 me to spend together this weekend and w atch the
best al fd Murph. er l>nd out 1he best things obou!
eoch other
Do ycv need to ask?

-

Mr Ultimate Prep
I'm sorry for the telephone 1nctdent . Our new fr•endshop rnot to is. " To eoch--h1s own ' Okay?
Your wicked step-s•ster
\\'1l11am Granger.
Jesus Chr•st is living as King of Kings! You will coofess th•s now or lo1er; however, loter moy be Too
lo1e
With Chr1s11on love.
Ro lph Johnson
•
Thank you. Marvin and Eri ka fol o onderful 1ob
wrth the Orotor:cal E~h1b1llon I om orever 1n debt
IC you
Charles Neal.
The reason why is because I core

Kelley
To B•u-Phi 4-A - 89 (Boob1e).
Than ks for .ost Soturdo·1 l reolly enioyed •t . I en1oyed •ule 01 vmber 5 even more
''Bick Sleepy''
Janeen & Leslie,
Thank you so much for my special poster. I knew
that you put a lot ol'time ond love into it. No mot!er how for apart we may soon be. I wont you to
know that you will always be w ith me 1n my heart.
I love youl
,Cynthie
Koren,
Don"t be upse1, Hbppy Beloted Birthday !
love.
Jimmy
Miss Daisy,
HAPPY BIRTHDA Y TO YOU! "RAWDICTV" YOU
NOW AND ALWAYS.
HOKE
HAPPY I 9th BIRTHDAY
APRIL C . SMITH
· B. K.A .
''FHATTY''
from ''~Ht POSSE'' " ·ho loves you very much.
Con9rotuolot:ors to Kon1h Sharp, Mr. Howard. and
Erice Rush ing, Miss Pi'11 Be10 Sigma.
From,
l
Lornp Wilson

l

s.6

To my Zeto Sorors (especially
S.),
It's been REAL! I love you and remember to always
hold light lo the Blue and \'Vh1te. Congrotulo11cns
to Donni, Lisa. and Jock1e.
Speed Racer, Gommo Alpha Sp. '87-3
Eth1op1on Orphan Foundation would like IC rhonk
Profe!>SOf Victor Dz1d.zienyo, Chairman of the School
of Architecture for his relentless efforts: Lily Asselo
!or orgon1z1ng the Charette Sams.on Desto &
Bezobeh1 Getachew for their contr1but1on: Mrs_
Esther F.M .F. Lopes Fer prov1d1ng the food for the
m1dn1ght buffet; lino Travers /I. Jennifer Howard
for wr1t1ng the article. Professor John Chen & Professor ~obert Beothea for their expertise: Elena
Gomrtejond all t he orch1tecture studen ts that por11c1poted 1n the Cherrette .
God Bless Ycu!
CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR BROTHER
KANILI SHARP
MR . HOWARD 1990-Ql
LOVE. YOUR SISTERS OF
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY, INC. ALPHA CHAPTER

'•r

CONGRATULATIONS TO MY DYNAMIC LINE
· BROTHER
KANILI
THE BEST MAN WON NO DOUBT ABOUT IT.
BLU-PHI BABY
CABBAGE PATCH EE-11-EE
THE LADIES OF ALPHA CHAPTER. ZETA PHI BET A
SORORITY, INC~
,
URGE THE HOWARD COMMUNITY TO SUPPORT
EARTH DAY. 1990
J
APRIL '22, 1990
!~
WASHINGTON MALL GROUND'S
TO THE SANDS OF SAH"ARA SPRING 1990
YOU ALL HAVE BEEN A BRIGHT SPARK IN ALPHA
CHAPTER . WORK HARD AND ALWAYS
REMEMBER THE LOVE .
C.P.
TO MY SPECIALS.
LAURA. BRIAN, AN O SPOONER. l"LL ALWAYS BE
THERE FOR YOU WHENEVER you NEED ME.
LOVE,
DIERDRE
D . Jerome Srr.11h,
There hos not been a great deal of time to d1~uss·
the future but w•ll yQU marry me upon my
groduot1on?

Angele and Jerilyn,
•
Congrotulot1ons Closs of '90-you mode 11 . l'tl moss
you both\
love,

To my friends.
Thank you for your support Morch 30. You all
helped to make 1t spec10!.
Love.

Jomes Granger Ill,
It's not so much "chosen people" as whosoever
beheves. John 5:2 4. 17:3, Revelations 2l :B
D.V.V.

~-~------------- '
Howofdl
God doesn't pay 01 the end of everyday. but He
does pay 1n the end .

TRUST ANYONE EI.SE,

GO WITH A PROVEN SE RVICE.

GraduaUng soon?
Graduated Wlthln
the last year? First
Ume car buyers! Read on ...

,.
•

J S UCCESSFUL YEARS SERVIN<: YOU/!!!

•

Cliff.
Thanks for the 6th . It wos great !
Leve.

1990 CHIVROllTor GIO
WITH NO MONO ODIN

YOU DO N'T HAVE TO WA STE VALUABLE TIME
TAKING BELONGINGS HOME.
REST ASSURED WITH UNIVERSITY STORAGE
FOR THE SUMMER BREAK.

'!'

'
- PROMPT, PROFESSIONAL , AND 09URTEOUS
SERVICE.

Erika

To Sonyo. One11a. Francine, ond Darlene,
Thanks fof the clothes, the bog; and my hair!
Meechie "Lost Leg""
Shown,
Thank you honey. for the juice when I wos sick and
the flowers wl'len I was well . I simply odore you.
Love.
Sherese

Curtis Chevrole1 Geo. Washington 's oldest and largest Chevrolet
Geo dealer . always has a large inventory of new cars and trucks al
the lo west of prices. And. 1n cooperatif)n w il h GM, can offer
studer11s a new oar with N o Money Dow n! II you are consideri ng a
t1ew car. g ive us a call We 're right 1n the neighboftiood.

- YOU DO THE PACKING, WE DO THE REST .

A big heart felt thanks to Tiyi ko , Aorion, Oneito.
A isho, Sondi, Acror., Kev in, Shown "'Boogie".
Chuck, Gefold. Poe. Shireen. Merv, Darnell, Joe,
Brigida. Dionne and Block N 10 F.O.R.C.E . You held
me and '' Lost Leg" togeiher.
Sherese Wood ley

•

•

WRl TTEN GUARANTEED
CONTRACT ;-1
•
•

'

Congrotulot1011s
A ricko Westbrooks
1990 Alpha Koppa A lpha Sorority
Leadership Fellow •

SKll WEI
0

Chris Fredd I love yout Th ings w UI wOfk cut.
SUNSHINE

5929 GEORGIA AVENUE. NW
WASH ING TON, 0.C .
On Georgia Avenue at the 1nt•rsect1on
of M1l ttary Road / M1uour1 Av1nue

723-0100

MS~.

NW f101J

To Mored10 (see I spelled you1 nome r1~ht) , my
sweet, kind and tkoughtful baby; Sher:sse. my ort1culote. truthful , and assertive yet. hord-work1ng
protege; Vanessa. my beou!olul ond !ody-hke intelU1gent young women; and Veronica. my ros.pyvooced. unassuming ond genrle young lady, I thank
you all for CARING ond SHARING your lime and
patience w11h me os l pursue my endless endeavors.
It hos truly been a 1oy and a pleasure watching you
oll blossom •nta beautiful. proud ond strong
Howard wo men. I hope rhot 1n some smo!I way
I hove monoged 10 touch your lives cs knowing you
all as residen ts hos undoub1edly touched mine.
Please remember os you pursue your own endless
endeavors tha t. "All that you ore. and All rhot you
will become os rhrough the groc.e of God .'" Thonks
for allowing me to know you as fr iends. end love
yav hke my blood s•sters!
Leve olwots 1n devoted sisterhood.

Lady,

I wont you to know that ..

_I'm Tired of oll rhese
gossips reading our personals 1n the H11!topics every
~veek, trying to fig ure out who sent what to whom.
They all need to get a life or better yet a man to
send them a Hdltop1c. (And you all know who you
ore) .

•

Private Dancer
Don't worry be happy, I om
The "Network'' ticket of lvon Bores and George
Daniels would ltke 10 thank oll of rhose who supported_them 1n their effo1 To be President and Vice
President of the School of Commun1cot1ons StudeaP
Council_ Together. WE CAN make the School of
"C" THE · PLACE TO BE '!!!!!
To L. L. (aka Copyolct)
Thonks for all of your help during the lost f~w
weeks!!!
The New Jock for 1991
Garry.
I love you e~ery second of every m1r'1ute of every
hour o f every day of every yeur
Always remember I love. you

JoRo
R!;!member our tome •S shor1. so lei's make the most
of 1!. Leve and miss you-madly

Last

Wills and
Testaments t

Graduafing senio rs.
now's the time to leave
those special messages
to your fr ien ds. you' re·
leaving behind. A
specia l rate of bnly $1.
for every l 0 words, so
send you rs today .
Deadline is Fridoy, May
4 at 5pm .
1

'

The Hilltop will not
be published again
until May 12, Advertising deadline is May
4 at 5pm. If you
would like the final
issue of The Hilltop
mailed to your home,
drop your name, address and $1 (for
postage) at our office
c/ o Tammy Engram
or Al Robertson.

Forum
explores
H ill1op

Staff Reporter

'' All human life came through the
womb of' the black woman,'' proclaimed Sister Ava Muhammmad in
a women's forum held last night in
Blackburn Center Auditorum .
Muhammad, the national assistant
to Nation of Islam leader, ML'l. Louis
Farrakhan. spoke before an audience
of approximately 300 women on the
: status and historical origin of the
lack American female, and the role
f women in the Nation of Islam.
''DNA testing has proven that the
or in of human life began with the
black woman,'' Muhammad said. •

Muhammad also spoke on the
flaggering status of the black male
charging that the American system
was ••actively engaged in the destruction of the black male.''
According to Muhammad, ''black
women must produce black men who
are capable of iclimbling to their
fullest potential, ' she said.

April

Silver,

1990

HUSA
president-elect was recognized for her
efforts in ''leading an army that

•

Jasmine.
Is it li9ht on the Bison or what? I'm !.O glad yov're
going lo be up 1n there neict year . Up 1n tkere!
love.
Sissy

shocked the world" of student

p~

testers to improve conditions for
Howard students last year.
;

The forum," Will the Real Black

•
• l421

Jc h n
When ore we gonna wear our motchrng shoes?
Huh???
Vol

By Desiree Robinson
, HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!
K1zz1e, Apf1I 16th
ond Kelly, Apr•\ 21st
form D., T.C., N and Ed. We !ave yov both very
much I
'

For those who qualify, Curtis Chevrolet
Geo can de! iver a new

r.

Remember a\! the happiness we shored. L'et •I be
!he inspiration thot leods you through your darkest
l10urs. My love ond proyers w.11 follow you forever.
. A S1gmo's love

Bobe,

" For the preaching of the cross is to them Tho!
per•sh foolishness. but un to us w hich ore saved 11
1s the power o f God."
I Car . 1:1B

DON

Br•on,
Thanks for making my '20th birthday special .
Ouorom~ 10/'21 /89

Jomes Gronger Ill,
Where there is love, there con be no ha te . "God
1S love", I John 4 :8 and Mork 12: 30. 31 .1
D .V .V .

•

"Jervicing the
University Jtudent"

** -

need-

~TAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Jeanette-April 18th and Rhoda-Apri l 24th . I Leve
Yov Both!

~1f Cl)[9~C!J[f
~

To Pork S. . Jore 309 and 306,
Than ks for the help '-~t Saturday ·1.-c·use I sure
ed .1_
Love you all.

•

Waahinqton, DC

Tc my Baby,
You ore still my little musician (w ith the dimples).
Love always.
Sunshine

Woman Please Stand Up?'' was
sponsored by Howard University
women in the Nation of Islam, and

Trocey, Liz, Lucinda, Condi, Yolette,
You all ore very speciol .
Love .

members of the People Orpnized
and Working for Education and
Reform (P.O.W.E.R.) movement.

Joc:quetto

•

•

•

I

I

I

